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What is Consumer Decision Making? 
 

 

 

Everyone is a consumer. Being a consumer is a role that lasts a lifetime. We all make purchases to satisfy our 

basic human needs for food, clothing and shelter. As consumers, we also have a variety of wants—other goods 

and services we would like to have. So when we buy consumer goods and services, we are satisfying either a 

consumer need or a consumer want. 

 

Although consumers have common needs and wants, every consumer is an individual. Age, gender, marital 

status, income, community and individual preferences influence what consumers buy. External influences, such 

as advertising promotions, peers, and parental or group standards, also influence what consumers buy. Young 

people may be interested in toys, sports equipment, CDs or baseball cards. Teen-agers may put more 

importance on cosmetics or grooming items, automobiles, electronic products, entertainment and clothing. As 

we get older, we have different wants and needs. Regardless of our stage in life, we continually make shopping 

decisions to try to satisfy our needs and wants.   

 

We make consumer decisions nearly every day. The consumer decisions we feel best about are those based on a 

thorough knowledge of all possible facts about the consumer good or service we are about to purchase or use. 

Having good consumer life skills helps consumers make wise choices in today’s complex and diverse 

marketplace. Learning these skills early in life sharpens consumer decision making and results in a lifetime of 

benefits.   

 

The 4-H Consumer Decision-making Contest provides youth the opportunity to demonstrate their consumer 

skills. 

 

What is a Consumer Decision-making Contest? 
 

The Consumer Decision-making Contest is a competitive event that enables 4-H’ers to practice making 

decisions based on information about a situation and the marketplace options available. This contest is an 

opportunity to practice marketplace skills and compare decisions with a panel of judges who are knowledgeable 

about today’s marketplace and the goods and services available. 

 

There are two parts to the Consumer Decision-making Contest. The first part is to place or rank the options. 

There will be four articles or options of one kind to rank. This group of items is called a class. Study guides and 

other resources provide research and factual information about the classes.   

 

For each class, a buying problem—or situation—is presented. The situation describes a hypothetical set of 

circumstances. Teams of contestants assume the role of consumers in the situation. Teams will consider which 

item best fits the needs, wants and criteria provided in the situation described. Teams will base their decisions 

on information learned through the study guide and other resources, other background knowledge and consumer 

experiences.   

 

One product in each class will best meet the needs described in the situation; another will be almost as 

desirable, and the other two will meet standards to lesser degrees. Ranking four items in order, according to 

how well they meet the situation, is called placing.   
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Benefits from participating in a Consumer Decision-making Contest include gaining experience in: 

 Working as a team 

 Analyzing a situation 

 Gathering information 

 Observing carefully 

 Identifying standards the product or service must meet to be acceptable to consumers 

 Recognizing quality products or workmanship 

 Exploring different alternatives for a consumer situation 

 Making decisions based on knowledge 

 Appreciating others’ (the “contest officials”) opinions 

 

Contest Objectives 
 

As a result of participating, contestants will: 

 Demonstrate skill in making decisions based on facts 

 Apply knowledge and experience in consumer education by analyzing consumer situations 

 Experience making choices among selected marketplace options 

 Develop and strengthen their reasoning ability in consumer skills 

 

Who May Participate? 
 

Participation in the Consumer Decision-making Contest is open to teams of two or three 4-H’ers.  Teams 

compete for team awards only. 

 

Contest Rules 

 
1. Contestants should form a team of two (2) or three (3) members.   

2. Each parish may bring two (2) teams of two (2) or three (3) 4-H’ers.  Individuals who are not members 

of a team will be disqualified.  

3. Contestants will work cooperatively to:   

a. Place four consumer products or services (best to worst) in each of 6 classes using one standard 

judging card per team. (See judging card). The Hormel Judging System will be used for scoring.  

Each class will consist of a situation statement and four consumer products or services.  

Categories of consumer products or services may include:  financial products or services, repeat 

purchase items, big ticket items, or contractual services.  Items presented for judging may be 

actual products or specification sheets.   Food and clothing items will not be included.  

b. Use criteria for judging all classes according to instructions given in each situation statement.  

Participants are allowed to take notes; plain paper will be provided by contest officials.   

c. Give written reasons for one of the classes as assigned comparing the top pair, the middle pair, 

and the bottom pair. (The reasons class will not be the “mystery class.”) 

 

4. Teams will be allowed 7 minutes for placing each class and 40 minutes to complete reasons.   

5. Five classes will be selected from 2011 Consumer Decision-Making Study Guides available on the 

LSU AgCenter Intranet after March 15.    The sixth class is a “mystery” class.  The “mystery” class will 

be a class of items not examined in the study guides.   

6. Contestants should have an understanding of product labels, warranties, product standards, materials, 

workmanship, cost, hidden costs, services, durability, maintenance, environmental impact, product 

disposal, product care, opportunity costs, and vendors.   
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7. Teams will be awarded a maximum of 50 points per class for placings; an additional 100 points 

maximum will be awarded for reasons.  The maximum possible score is 400 points.   

8. In the event of a tie for the first place, the team with the highest reasons score will be declared the 

winner.   

 

 

Contest Guidelines 
 

Definitions 
 

Contestant:  Contest participant 

 

Class:  This includes the group of articles of one kind to be judged. Four similar products make a class (for 

example:  four credit cards, four cordless phones or four pairs of sunglasses).Items presented for judging may 

be actual products or specification sheets. 

 

Cuts:  A numerical rating given to the differences in how closely the pairs of products satisfy criteria. The 

smaller the difference between the products in a pairing, the smaller the cut. The greater the difference, the 

larger the cut.  

 

Placing:  The team examines articles in a class and decides which is best, second best, third best and poorest. 

This process is called placing.   

 

Placing Card:  A card that lists all possible combinations in which a class of four items can be placed. The 

placing card also has a blank on which teams write the name of the class and the team number.  

 

Situation Statement:  For each class, a buying problem is presented. This problem describes a hypothetical set 

of circumstances. As teams place a class, consider which item is the “best” for the situation described.  

 

Team:  A group of two or three 4-H Club members representing one parish who work cooperatively to 

compete in the Consumer Decision-making Contest. 

 

Team Number:  The number assigned to a team upon registration. The team number is used as identification 

throughout the contest.   

 

Contest Classes 
 

Classes for the 2013 State Contest will be selected from those listed below: 

 

 Soccer Balls 

 Savings Accounts 

 Credit Cards 

 Large Screen Televisions 

 Toothpaste 

 Suitcases 

 Microwaves 

 E Readers 
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Situation Statement 
 

Each class will have a hypothetical problem presented in a situation statement. The situation gives information 

that enables the 4-H’er to make a consumer decision. A situation statement should tell who is buying the 

product, the buyer’s age, budget allowance for the purchase, use of the product after purchase, user’s age if 

different from the buyer’s, and any specific product criteria.   

 

A sample situation statement for a class of laundry detergent might be: 

 

John, 16, is going to basketball camp for two weeks. The camp is in a remote area in a neighboring state. He 

will be traveling to camp in a small car with several teammates and is limited to one piece of luggage. John will 

be housed in a dormitory that has laundry facilities and must buy laundry detergent to wash his own clothing 

and uniforms. He has $5.00 to spend. Which of the four detergents should John select? 

 

Judging Procedure 
 

The judging activity involves combining your knowledge of consumer products with your decision-making 

skills. The following steps will help you combine these two important types of knowledge: 

 

1.  Identify the Class—Follow a logical sequence, when judging a class. What is the class you are going to 

judge? As soon as you identify the class, consider the general characteristics of the item, its use and the service 

that might be expected. 

 

2.  Analyze the situation statement—Read the situation statement carefully. Pick out the standards. If cost and 

construction are not included in the statement, add them. Below are some things to look for as you read a 

situation statement. 

 WHO will use the item? 

 HOW and WHERE will the item be USED? 

 What CARE (or upkeep) will the item require? 

 What COST is involved? (Consider both purchase and upkeep of the item.) 

 How LONG will the item last? 

 What is the QUALITY of the item?  (Is it well-made and durable?) 

 Are there any ENVIRONMENTAL or DISPOSAL concerns? 

 

Placing the Class 
 

Before starting a contest, teams will be given a sheet of placing cards.  Each sheet will have six placing cards, 

one for each class. After judging all classes, give the completed answer sheet to the designated contest official.  

 

The placing card has a listing of all possible combinations in which a class of four items can be placed. Find the 

placing your team believes is correct, and then circle that placing. For example, if your team places the items 3-

4-1-2, circle the placing Q - 3412 on the card. See Illustration 1:  below. This means your team placed item 

number 3 first, item number 4 second, item number 1 third and item number 2 last.   
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Placing 

A - 1234 

B - 1243  

C - 1324 

D - 1342 

E - 1423 

F - 1432 

G - 2134 

H - 2143 

I - 2314 

J - 2341 

K – 2413 

L – 2431 

M – 3124 

N – 3142 

O – 3214 

P – 3241 

Q - 3412 

R – 3421 

S – 4123 

T – 4132 

U – 4213 

V – 4231 

W – 4312 

X - 4321 

 
                           

 

Illustration 1: Consumer Decision Making Placing Card 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The score for the ranking will be determined using the Hormel Computing Slide. This allows for differences in 

class placings to be taken into account. For example, if two items differ only in minor areas, fewer points will 

be deducted than if major differences exist between the two items.  A perfect score for rankings would be 50.   

 

Teams will be allotted 7 minutes per class for examining and placing the class.   

 

Pairings 
 

It is easier to evaluate and compare two items at a time instead of comparing all four items at once. With four 

items, there are three pairs:  top, middle and bottom. For example, suppose you ranked a class of backpacks 3-2-

4-1.   

 

 

 

Consumer Decision Making 
Placing Card 

(Circle only one of the placings below) 

                             Team Number _______ 

 

                                   Class __________________ 

    

                                   Placing Score ___________ 

          _ 

     

                                              

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Q - 3412 
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Top pair Middle pair Bottom pair 

 

 
3               2 

 

 
2               4 

 

 
4               1 

 

This means 3 and 2 are your top pair, 2 and 4 are your middle pair, and 4 and 1 are your bottom pair.   

 

When there is little difference between a pair, it is called a close pair. Items that are obviously different are 

referred to as an easy pair.  

 

Consumer Decision-Making 

Sample Reasons Scorecard 
 

Team Number _________ 

Reasons Score_________ 

 

 

 

We placed this class of XXXXXXXXXXX __________, __________, __________, __________ 

 

 

In our top pair, we place __________ over __________ because: 

 

 

We grant that: 

 

 

 

For our middle pair, we placed _________ over __________ because: 

 

 

We grant that: 

 

 

 

In our bottom pair, we place __________ over __________ because: 

 

 

We grant that: 

 

 

 

We placed __________ last because: 
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Contest Preparation Tips 

 
To assist in preparing 4-H’ers for the Consumer Decision-Making contest at 4-HU, review examples of some of 

the situation statements used in a previous contest listed below.  Learn to read the situation thoroughly and 

think through the information given to determine the desired product features.  Some desired criteria may 

be more obvious than others.  See examples below: 

 

Marcos, 16, is one of the three photographers for his school’s yearbook.  The yearbook publisher is requiring 

that only digital photos be used for next years annual.  The principal has given the yearbook sponsor 

permission to spend a total of $500 for a new camera, batteries and all accessories that will be needed for the 

year.    The yearbook sponsor has asked Marcos to research and recommend a camera for taking 4X6 

snapshots that will be user friendly, and cost efficient to operate.  The camera will be used to take action shots, 

candid shots and still photos both indoors and outdoors.  A good zoom will be important to capture sporting 

events.  You know that you will need to purchase at least 256 mb of additional memory. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LaTanya’s elderly grandmother is in a wheelchair and has limited vision.  She has asked LaTanya to buy a new 

light bulb for her pantry. She lives on a fixed income and is concerned with stretching her income.  Based on 

this information, which light bulb would best suit her needs? 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rusty, 16, has very fair skin, red hair, freckles and a family history of skin cancer.  As a Junior Leader at 4-H 

camp, he has been assigned pool duty.  This will require him to spend several hours each day in the water and 

in the bright sun.    Based on this information, which sunscreen would you recommend?   

 

 

 

Cost of additional memory must be added to 
purchase price and still stay within budget.   

Confinement to a 

wheelchair makes 
changing light bulbs 

difficult.  Long bulb life 

is important  

For better visibility, light 

output (determined by 
number of lumens) is 

important. 

Cost per bulb and energy 

efficient operation impact 

cost. 

 Active ingredient to prevent burning 

and protect from UVA rays important  
Active ingredient to protect from 

UVA rays important to prevent skin 

cancer 

High SPF rating important  

Waterproof product 

important 

Number of pixels influences 

print quality for different 

size prints.   

Total cost of all items must 

be considered. 

Auto focus 

Automatic exposure control 

makes camera more user 

friendly when taking photos 

in different lighting. 

Consider cost of 

required batteries 

requirement 

Optical vs Digital   Zoom.  

Total zoom.  Lens threading   

Pantry may be darker , 

than room with windows 

Cost limit 

Multiple 

settings 

required 
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Additional suggestions to help prepare for contest: 

 Review study materials and develop a bulleted list of features or other criteria for selecting each product.  

In most instances the list for each product should not be longer than one typewritten page.   Use this list 

as a study guide.  This process reduces the total amount of study materials and helps the 4-Hers focus on 

important criteria.  

 Do not attempt to memorize Consumer Reports product ratings--these ratings are not considered when 

preparing the contest. Instead, learn to read through the situation and think through the information 

given to determine the desired product features for the situation given.    

 4-Hers should work as a team.  Every team member does not have to be an expert on every item.  

Capitalize on each participant’s talents and ability to learn to evaluate different product classes.    

 To evaluate each class, consider developing a chart that identifies each appropriate product feature or 

criteria, such as the example for sunscreen given below.  List specific information about each product in 

a cell for each item.      

 

 

 

Feature Item 1 Item 2 Item 3 Item 4 

Active 

ingredient 

Oxybenzone Oxybenzone Oxybenzone Titanium 

dioxide 

Waterproof 80 minutes Waterproof  Waterproof Up to 8  hours 

SPF 45 30 48 45+ 

Cost  6.94 8.47 7.86 6.94 

 

Instructions for Contestants 
 

A team number is to be used on the answer sheet with the placing cards throughout the contest instead of 

individual names.  

 

Teams will rotate according to the schedule provided by contest officials. At the end of the allotted time, the 

teams will change places. Teams will continue to rotate until all classes have been judged. 

 

Seven minutes will be allowed for each class, and a two-minute warning is given before the time is up. One 

minute is allowed between classes. 

 

Leaving the room during judging or writing reasons will result in disqualification of entire team.   

 

Products must be handled carefully so the quality will not be altered or the labels removed. 

 

A quiet environment is required so others can concentrate. Teams may talk very quietly while examining 

articles, placing classes and writing reasons. Teams will be given one warning if they speak too loudly. 

Thereafter, points will be deducted from the placing score—three points for each reprimand. 

 

Teams will turn in the answer sheet with placing cards to contest officials, as directed, after judging all classes. 

It is important for each team to ensure that the team number and the class number are on the answer sheet.   

 

Forty minutes will be allowed for teams to complete the reasons phase.   

 

Scoring Criteria for Reasons  

1. Gives accurate comparison of each pair, top, middle and bottom. 
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2. Presents differences in an organized manner. Presents most important things first. 

3. Uses positive approach to mention superior points of first choice in pair rather than weaknesses 

of second choice. Grants the lower‐placed choice an attribute whenever there is such an 

advantage. 

4. After the three pairs are discussed, describes reasons for placing bottom choice last. 
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 4-H U Consumer Decision Making Contest 

Study Guides 

 
1. Soccer Balls (new) 

 

Soccer Ball Buying Guide 

http://www.dickssportinggoods.com/info/index.jsp?categoryId=13299258&infoPath=2229

98  
 
 

Soccer Ball Buying Guide 

Playing Surfaces Types of Soccer Balls Certification 

Components of a Soccer Ball  Choosing The Right Size  Care & Maintenance  

From a friendly game in the backyard to a championship match at the World Cup, the soccer ball is the most 
critical component of the game. When buying a soccer ball, there are many important things to consider 
before making your purchase, such as the appropriate size, the materials of the ball and the surface on which 
you will be playing. DICK's Sporting Goods offers a wide variety of indoor and outdoor soccer balls that will fit 
the requirements of your league, age group and skill level. 
Playing Surfaces 
Grass 

 Most commonly used and readily available playing surface for outdoor soccer leagues 
 Provides the most surface tension and requires an outdoor soccer ball for training and match play 

Artificial Turf 
 Made from synthetic fibers and rubber crumbs that are made to look like grass 
 Allow for more wear and tear as well as easier maintenance 
 Most often found in stadiums and arenas 
 Has a flatter, more even surface that may cause the ball to roll slightly faster than if it were on grass 
 Consider a FIFA-regulated outdoor soccer ball or a turf ball for training and competition 

Indoor 
 Commonly made from flat artificial turf, causing the ball to roll faster and bounce higher than if it were 

on high turf or grass 
 If you are playing in an indoor soccer league, consider purchasing a softer indoor soccer ball for better 

control 
Hard Floor 

 Intended specifically for playing Futsal, a game that is played on a basketball-sized wood floor or other 
flat artificial surface with a smaller and heavier ball 

 Demands specific Futsal balls for training and competition 
Types of Soccer Balls 
Match 

 Built specifically for competition or high-level training 
 Made with higher-quality materials to offer better performance and reliability on the field 
 Must conform to regulation standards of the league in which you play 
 Intended for outdoor use, but can be used indoors as well 

Training & Recreational 

http://www.dickssportinggoods.com/info/index.jsp?categoryId=13299258&infoPath=222998
http://www.dickssportinggoods.com/info/index.jsp?categoryId=13299258&infoPath=222998
http://www.dickssportinggoods.com/info/index.jsp?categoryId=13299258&infoPath=222998#1
http://www.dickssportinggoods.com/info/index.jsp?categoryId=13299258&infoPath=222998#2
http://www.dickssportinggoods.com/info/index.jsp?categoryId=13299258&infoPath=222998#3
http://www.dickssportinggoods.com/info/index.jsp?categoryId=13299258&infoPath=222998#4
http://www.dickssportinggoods.com/info/index.jsp?categoryId=13299258&infoPath=222998#5
http://www.dickssportinggoods.com/info/index.jsp?categoryId=13299258&infoPath=222998#6
http://www.dickssportinggoods.com/family/index.jsp?categoryId=11878999&ab=BuyingGuideSocBallssurfacesoutdoorball
http://www.dickssportinggoods.com/family/index.jsp?categoryId=12969120&ab=BuyingGuideSocBallssurfacesindoorball
http://www.dickssportinggoods.com/family/index.jsp?categoryId=12969120&ab=BuyingGuideSocBallssurfacesfutsalball
http://www.dickssportinggoods.com/family/index.jsp?categoryId=12969136&ab=BuyingGuideSocBallstypesmatch
http://www.dickssportinggoods.com/family/index.jsp?categoryId=12969146&ab=BuyingGuideSocBallstypestrain
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 Extremely durable and built to handle extended use on many types of playing surfaces 
 Typically less expensive than match balls and suitable for all skill levels 
 May often be constructed with PVC casing for enhanced durability 

Indoor 
 Same size as a FIFA-regulated ball (size 4 or 5) 
 May have a "fuzzy" exterior cover, similar to that of a tennis ball, to provide a great touch, limit roll 

distance and help reduce the risk of injury 
 Not intended for outdoor use 

Futsal 
 Smaller, heavier and softer than a size 5 FIFA-regulated ball 
 Built specifically for the game of Futsal and should not be used in regular soccer competition 
 Constructed with either a butyl or latex bladder that may be wrapped in layers of foam or cloth to 

provide a softer feel, less bounce, reduced flight and better control on hard floor surfaces 
Mini 

 Used primarily for skill building and promotional purposes for various teams and clubs 
 Considered a size 1 ball and is not intended for match play 

Certification 
Many soccer balls are stamped and approved by various leagues or organizations that test important qualities 
of the soccer ball, such as its size, materials and shape. It is important to know if your league or organization 
requires any of these certification standards before making your purchase. 
FIFA Approved 
Fédération Internationale de Football Association (FIFA) approval means that the ball has been thoroughly 
tested for various manufacturing standards, including shape, bounce, water retention, speed and trajectory. 
The international standard match ball is a size 5. For a detailed list of FIFA approval requirements, CLICK HERE. 
NFHS and NCAA Approved 
The National Federation of State High Schools Association (NFHS) and National Collegiate Athletic Association 
(NCAA) set the standards for high school and collegiate matches, respectively, across the United States. These 
organizations demand that the size 5 ball: 
1) be spherical 
2) made of weather-resistant material 
3) deliver a circumference between 68 and 70 centimeters 
4) weigh between 14 and 16 ounces 
5) be inflated to the manufacturer's recommended pressure rating 
Components of a Soccer Ball 

 

http://www.dickssportinggoods.com/family/index.jsp?categoryId=12969120&ab=BuyingGuideSocBallstypesindoo
http://www.dickssportinggoods.com/family/index.jsp?categoryId=12969120&ab=BuyingGuideSocBallstypesfutsal
http://www.dickssportinggoods.com/family/index.jsp?categoryId=12969198&ab=BuyingGuideSocBallstypesmini
http://www.fifa.com/aboutfifa/officialdocuments/doclists/laws.html
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The cover is the outer casing of the ball that surrounds the layers of lining and the bladder. It is made from 
different types of durable materials and can be printed with team graphics, logo designs and bright colors that 
help make the ball stand out on the field. The type of cover you will use largely depends upon your skill level 
and the surface on which you will be playing. There are three common types of covers: 
Cover 
Synthetic Leather 

 Built for high-level performance and typically pricier than other materials 
 Often used in professional matches 
 Offers increased control, a soft feel and a responsive touch on the ball 
 May absorb more water over time and is not as durable as PU or PVC 

Polyurethane (PU) 
 More rigid feel than synthetics, but is softer and offers a better touch on the ball than PVC 
 Popular choice for many competitive players because of its reliability and preferred feel 
 May scuff easily and deteriorate faster than PVC covers 
 Many are enhanced with a glossy thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU) exterior coating to prevent water 

absorption, deterioration and abrasions 
Poly Vinyl Carbonate (PVC) 

 Most durable type of cover that will not scuff as easily as PU or synthetic 
 Offers a harder and more inflexible feel, causing you to have less control than with synthetic covers 
 Ideal for long-term training purposes 
 Often enhanced with a glossy coating to help reduce water absorption, deterioration and abrasions 

Panels 
Panels are the different segments and shapes that make up the exterior cover of a soccer ball. Panels can be 
hand-stitched, machine-stitched or thermally bonded. The number of panels can also vary depending on the 
type of ball, the game setting and the manufacturer. 
Stitching 
Stitching plays an important part in determining the quality and durability of a soccer ball. High-quality balls 
use 5-ply polyester material or similar thread for stitching and are often reinforced with Kevlar&reg;. There are 
various methods in which the panels of a ball can be stitched together: 

 Hand-stitched soccer balls have strong seams that provide a more explosive performance and increase 
the ball's overall durability 

 Machine-stitched soccer balls are not as durable or tightly constructed, but are typically less expensive 
than hand-stitched or thermally-bonded balls 

 Thermally-bonded soccer balls use a process in which panels are fused together for an incredibly tight 
seam, making the ball perfectly spherical and less absorbent. Typically found in professional matches, 
thermally-bonded soccer balls deliver an optimal flight pattern and may fall into a higher price range 

Number of Panels 
The number of panels on a soccer ball varies by design and primarily comes down to the preference of the 
player. However, different panel numbers can have different effects not only on the look of the ball, but how 
the ball moves through the air as well. 

 More panels offer better control and overall structure 
 Fewer panels (ranging anywhere from 6 to 26) will be more aerodynamic, deliver more speed and may 

curve slightly through the air 
 Traditional 32-panel balls are the most commonly used soccer balls in professional matches 

Lining 
The lining of a soccer ball is the layer(s) directly between the bladder and the outer cover. Lining plays a 
critical role in determining the overall durability and quality of a soccer ball. 

 Helps maintain the ball's overall structure 
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 Protects the integrity of the bladder and provides better feel and control upon contact 
 Higher-quality balls are typically lined with four layers of polyester and cotton, while mid-level balls 

contain two or three 
 Some soccer balls are constructed with an extra layer of foam for increased cushioning 

Bladder 
The bladder is the innermost part of the ball that defines the ball's shape, contact quality and movement 
when filled with air. There are two types of bladders that are most commonly found in soccer balls: 
Butyl 

 Can retain air for longer periods of time than latex bladders 
 Provides excellent contact quality 
 Easier to maintain and require less air refills 
 Considered to be not as responsive as latex bladders 
 Some butyl bladders are enhanced with 20% rubber for better feel and control 

Latex 
 Often found in higher-end match balls due to its softer touch and feel 
 Offers great bounce and response, but does not always provide the best air retention 
 Requires more frequent inflation due to small micro pores on the cover that allow air to slowly escape 
 Some balls are constructed with carbon-latex bladders, which help close these micro pores and allow 

the ball to stay at proper inflation for longer periods of time 
Choosing The Right Size Ball 

 
When choosing the right size ball, the age group and league standards for which you play are important 
factors to consider before making a purchase. Many soccer leagues have different size requirements, so be 
sure to check with your coach or organization to find out which is the proper size for you to use. Soccer balls at 
Dick's Sporting Goods come in four different sizes: 
Size 3 and size 4 soccer balls are best for children and youths under the age of 13, while a size 5 soccer ball is 
considered the international standard for high school, collegiate, professional and other organized soccer 
leagues. 
 
 
11 Points You Should Consider When Looking for a New Ball 
http://www.soccer-training-guide.com/soccer-ball.html#.UVBcGxymgQE  
 
When you are looking for a new ball, you are bound to notice that there is a huge variation in prices. 
Many people look at the price difference, and then promptly choose the cheapest ball. However, this is not 
always the best choice. 
There are several factors you need to consider when choosing a ball and price is at the bottom of the list. 
1. Choose a ball that is the correct size 
Generally, younger players need a size three, pre-teens need a size four, and teens and adults need a size five. 
However, this varies in different leagues. It's important for you to practice with the same size as you will be 

http://www.soccer-training-guide.com/soccer-ball.html#.UVBcGxymgQE
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using in game play so that you can get used to the way the ball plays off your foot and the way it moves 
through the air. 
2. Choose an indoor or an outdoor ball 
Indoor balls are made specifically for the conditions of indoor soccer and are very different from other types of 
ball. Choose the ball that suits your normal practice and play conditions. 
3. Choose a ball made of the right material for your needs 
If you are looking for a bargain, rubber balls seem like a good deal. They are not only cheap, but durable. 
However, they are nothing like the balls used in league play. 
Any practice using a rubber ball will be wasted because the feeling, texture, and movement are so much 
different from other types of ball. PVC is a little more expensive and gives a better feel, although it has a 
plastic feel that is not as good as other materials. 
Leather is a more expensive option, but it tends to absorb water and become too heavy for play. For this 
reason, most leagues use a moderately priced polyurethane ball, a synthetic material that is similar to rubber 
but more durable and water resistant. 
4. Choose a ball with the right type of bladder 
The bladder is the inside part of the ball and gives the ball its shape and movement. Butyl bladders are the 
type used in cheaper balls. While they hold air well, they are not as responsive as latex bladders. 
Latex bladders are used in the higher quality balls and give the best play. They lose air more quickly than other 
bladder types and thus must be inflated more often, but they are overall the best choice for the price. 
5. Choose a ball with the right panel number and design 
The number of panels determines how the ball moves through the air as well as how much control the players 
have. This can range from 32 panels for an original type ball to a 6 paneled ball meant for indoor soccer. 
Generally, a ball with fewer panels will be more aerodynamic and faster, while a ball with more panels will be 
more controllable and playable. The United States Major League Soccer currently uses an 18 panel ball, and 
this seems to be the case in most other professional level leagues. 
6. Choose a ball that is the right weight 
Generally, the lighter ball is the preferred one. If the ball is too heavy, it may hurt to kick it very hard and lose 
momentum quickly. 
7. Choose a ball that is neither too soft nor too firm 
A hard ball will hurt feet and heads, while a soft ball will be too bouncy. Choose a happy medium for best 
success. 
8. Choose a ball that is sewn together 
There are a wide variety of ways to put together a ball, but none are as durable or easy to use as a ball with 
sewn together panels. The other balls are so flimsy they are almost disposable, so always choose a ball that 
has been sewn rather than glued or otherwise bonded. 
9. Choose a ball that is the right price 
A good ball can usually be bought for around fifty dollars, which seems like a high price unless you are 
considering the craftsmanship, quality materials, and research that go into a ball of this caliber. However, for 
children's play, a cheaper ball is more practical. But as you move into more and more competitive teams, you 
will generally need a higher quality and more expensive ball. 
10. Choose a brand that suits your tastes and your needs 
The difference between the different brands is not always quality so much as the research and the way they 
are made. You can try different brands to see which ones work for you and then look at the different prices 
within that brand. 
The major brands such as Nike, Puma, and Adidas offer balls in a wide variety of price ranges, most of which 
are high enough quality for an amateur. 
11. Choose a ball that is as similar as possible to the one your league will be using in games 
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There's no use practicing on a ball that will be different than the one used in your games. All of your passes, 
shots, and ball skills will need to be different as well, giving you a disadvantage when it comes to being 
successful. 
Keep in mind that choosing a high quality ball that meets your unique needs is the first step to finding success 
on the soccer field. 

 

 
 

2. Savings Accounts 
Tips on finding the best savings account 

By Bankrate.com 
  

Savings accounts don't pay a high rate, so finding one that gives you the most return on your money is 
paramount. But don't be drawn in simply by the rate. To find the best savings account, also consider customer 
service, convenience and fees associated with the account. 

When looking for the best savings account, you will need to do some homework. That means visiting or calling 
the local banks to get their rates and fees. All banks have FDIC insurance, but the features of their savings 
accounts can differ. For instance, the fees and minimum balances for savings accounts may be different from 
one bank to the next. Keep in mind that banks all have their own requirements for opening up a savings 
account and may reserve the best savings account rates for customers that have a checking account with the 
bank. 

As you look for the best savings account, you'll also need to search online for the rates being offered by 
Internet-only banks. Typically, Internet-only banks will pay a higher rate on a savings account because they 
don't have the overhead costs of brick-and-mortar branches. If you go the online route, make sure you don't 
have to pay a fee to transfer money to the account. Check to see if they have a network of free ATMs in your 
area. After all, if you are hit with fees every time you take out money, it could negate the better rate. 

Savings priorities matter 

Regardless of whether you go with a local bank or an online-only bank, make sure to prioritize what you want 
out of the bank to ensure you are getting the best savings account available. Consider if it is important to have 
a live teller or if you are OK dealing with the bank via phone, instant chat or e-mail. Also consider if you want a 
savings account that won't charge fees with direct deposit, one that doesn't have a minimum-balance 
requirement or one that can be linked to a checking account. Stay away from banks that aren't backed by the 
FDIC. Without that insurance you could end up losing all your money 
 
Read more: http://www.bankrate.com/finance/savings/tips-on-finding-the-best-savings-
account.aspx#ixzz2NvY96Ixp  
Follow us: @Bankrate on Twitter | Bankrate on Facebook 
 
 
 
When shopping for a savings account, you need to find a bank that will give you a good deal. The best savings 
accounts are safe, pay a competitive yield, and make your life easy. This page maps out how you can find the 
best savings account. 

http://www.soccer-training-guide.com/
http://www.soccer-training-guide.com/
mailto:editors@bankrate.com
http://www.bankrate.com/funnel/savings/
http://www.bankrate.com/finance/topic/bank-safety.aspx
http://www.bankrate.com/finance/savings/shopping-for-the-best-savings-account-rates.aspx
http://www.bankrate.com/finance/savings/savings-accounts.aspx
http://www.bankrate.com/finance/savings/tips-on-finding-the-best-savings-account.aspx#ixzz2NvY96Ixp
http://www.bankrate.com/finance/savings/tips-on-finding-the-best-savings-account.aspx#ixzz2NvY96Ixp
http://ec.tynt.com/b/rw?id=aDV7hM4FKr36Epadbi-bpO&u=Bankrate
http://ec.tynt.com/b/rf?id=aDV7hM4FKr36Epadbi-bpO&u=Bankrate
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Finding a Bank 

If you’re starting from scratch, you’ll need to find a bank. The best savings accounts these days are at online 
banks. They consistently pay more than brick and mortar banks, and they’ve got all the bells and whistles you 
need. 

 Savings Account Interest Rates 

Some of the best savings accounts come from the big online players, and they do not have minimum balance 
requirements: 

 ING Direct Orange Savings Account 
 HSBC Online Savings Account 
 Emigrant Direct American Dream Savings Account 
If you have substantial assets to deposit, the accounts above may not be the best savings account solution for 
you. Some banks pay more with higher balances. For more ideas, see the Web’s leading personal finance 
blogs and our Bank Reviewpages. 

Extra Features 

Before settling on a bank, investigate the features most important to you. The best savings accounts do more 
than pay interest – they make your life easy. A few ideas on how to narrow the list down and settle on the 
best savings account for your situation: 

 Will you use CDs, and does the bank offer CDs? 
 Do you need to download information into your financial software? 
 Are there any physical locations in case you need a check printed? 
 How long will bank-to-bank transfers take? 

Avoiding Pitfalls 

Once you find the best savings account for your needs, make sure that your money will be safe if the bank 
runs into trouble. First, be sure the bank has FDIC insurance in place and that your account will be fully 
covered. 
You should also search for reviews on the account to make sure that the bank delivers what it promises. Start 
with Google and DepositAccounts (DepositAccounts also keeps an updated list of the best savings accounts). 

Even the best savings accounts will present you with problems inherent to online banking. Prepare yourself 
with knowledge ahead of time: 

3 Reasons to Avoid Online Bank Accounts 

 Online bank accounts are great. They typically offer high rates for web-savvy saver. However, the high 
returns come at a cost. You need to know what the tradeoffs are to avoid unpleasant surprises. Here 
are a few reasons NOT to use online bank accounts. 

http://banking.about.com/od/savings/a/savingsrates.htm
http://banking.about.com/od/bankonline/a/ingdirectsaving.htm
http://banking.about.com/od/savings/a/HSBCOnlineSavin.htm
http://banking.about.com/od/bankonline/a/emigrantdirect.htm
http://banking.about.com/od/personalfinanceblogs/Personal_Finance_Blogs.htm
http://banking.about.com/od/personalfinanceblogs/Personal_Finance_Blogs.htm
http://banking.about.com/od/bankaccountreviews/Bank_Account_Reviews.htm
http://banking.about.com/od/savings/a/fdicinsurance.htm
http://www.depositaccounts.com/
http://banking.about.com/od/savings/a/3onlinebankacct.htm
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 1. Customer Service With Online Bank Accounts 
 One reason to avoid online banks is that you may run into bad customer service. With a brick-and-

mortar bank, you’ll likely have some familiarity with the staff. At a small credit union, the staff might 
know you well. 

 Why does this matter? It’s easier to get good service if you know the staff and they know you. You can 
pick and choose who you deal with. However, if your online bank account offers any phone service, 
you have to take your chances with the “1-800 Lottery”. You might get somebody helpful and 
knowledgeable, or you might not. 

 2. Online Bank Accounts and Speed of Clearing 
 The internet is supposed to make things faster. However, you might have to wait a long time for 

checks to clear. You certainly can’t ask for a cashier’s check if you’re in the middle of a crisis and you 
need settled money yesterday. 

 Likewise, deposits to your online bank account can be really slow. If you get a big check and want to 
start earning interest, you can expect to wait. Now, the higher APY you earn may still make it worth 
your while, but it’s just no fun to wait. 

 3. You Can’t Spend It From Your Online Bank Account 
 You can’t take it with you when you go, so why not use some of that money? Online bank accounts 

make it hard to spend your money. You really have to plan on keeping your money in the account. 
 

Payment Accounts 

You may find that you want more than just a savings account. If you want a payment account – for 
checkwriting, online bill pay, and debit card access – then look for a hybrid account. You can earn a 
competitive return on your money like you do with the best savings accounts, and you can make payments 
like you do from checking accounts. 
Be sure to include "reward checking" accounts as potential candidates while you do your research. These 
accounts often pay more than savings accounts, and you can spend money from the account. The drawback is 
that you have to meet some fairly restrictive criteria to earn the high interest rate. 
 

High Yield Savings Accounts 
What is a High Yield Savings Account? 

By Justin Pritchard, About.com Guide 
A number of banks offer a High Yield Savings Account. What exactly does that mean, and how is it different 
from any other account? Let’s look at what these banks mean when they refer to a high yield savings account, 
and where you can find them. 

You Gotta Name it Something 

The term “high yield savings account” is just a way of saying it’s a savings account (ideally a very competitive 
one). There are usually some perks to these accounts. Typically, you’ll enjoy a higher APY (Annual Percentage 
Yield). However, you may not agree with the bank on what constitutes a “high” APY. 

Requirements for a High Yield Savings Account 

http://banking.about.com/od/creditunions/a/creditunions.htm
http://banking.about.com/od/checkingaccounts/a/cashierschecks.htm
http://banking.about.com/od/savings/a/apy.htm
http://banking.about.com/od/bankonline/f/setupbillpay.htm
http://banking.about.com/od/checkingaccounts/g/debitcard.htm
http://banking.about.com/od/checkingaccounts/a/rewardchecking.htm
http://banking.about.com/bio/Justin-Pritchard-14749.htm
http://banking.about.com/od/savings/a/apy.htm
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Typically, banks only offer high yield savings accounts to certain customers. To qualify, you probably need to 
meet at least one of these criteria: 
 Make a sufficiently large initial deposit 
 Keep a high balance over time 
 Limit transactions in and out of the account 
 Maintain other banking relationships 
Banks only want to offer high yield savings accounts to valued customers. 

Internet Bank Accounts 

Internet bank accounts might be an exception to the rules above. These accounts offer higher rates with 
account sizes as small as one dollar! The tradeoff is that you have to do more of the work yourself: using the 
internet (if you consider that work), linking accounts, and managing transfers. 
 Internet Bank Accounts - Overview and Providers 

How to Find High Yield Savings Accounts 

I recommend using an internet bank account if you’re comfortable banking on the web because you’ll 
generally have less restrictions. You can find reviews of some of the popular accounts through the pages 
linked below: 
 Highest Savings Account Interest Rates 
 Online Banking 101 
 Banking Blogs and Communities 

If you’re a bricks and mortar person, you should just check with your existing bank. Ask what you need to do 
to get a higher rate than you’re currently getting. If they can’t offer you anything, search for “High Yield 
Savings Accounts” online. You should be able to find an established bank in your area with something to offer. 
 
How to Find a Good Savings Account 
By JIM WANG 
September 14, 2010 
With the new overdraft rules, a lot of banks are starting to make changes to their checking and savings 
accounts to overcome the loss of revenue overdrafts were generating. It's a pretty high bar too, with overdraft 
fees earning over $20 billion last year! 
So if your bank has been making changes, adding other fees or finding ways to charge you for services, you 
might be thinking about making a change too. Here's what I look for when I'm picking a new savings account. 
 
FDIC or NCUA Insurance 
If a bank isn't FDIC insured or the credit union isn't NCUA insured, don't even consider opening an account at 
that financial institution. FDIC and NCUA insurance protect up to $250,000 per depositor and if a financial 
institution doesn't have that protection, pass on it. There's no reason why you should put your savings in a 
bank that isn't insured. You can confirm that a bank is insured by searching for it with the FDIC's Bank Find tool 
or NCUA's find tool. 
 
Interest Rate 
They're called high yield savings accounts for a reason, the high yield interest rate! The first thing I look for, 
after confirming the bank is FDIC insured, is the interest rate. If the rate you're getting isn't one of the best you 

http://banking.about.com/od/bankonline/a/internetbankacc.htm
http://banking.about.com/od/savings/a/savingsrates.htm
http://banking.about.com/od/bankonline/a/onlinebanking1.htm
http://banking.about.com/od/blogscommunities/
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can find, look for another bank with a better interest rate. Sometimes banks will offer a promotional 
interest rate for the first few months you open the account, be sure that the post-teaser 
rate gives you a competitive annual interest rate APY. 
 
Fee Schedule 
Banks are adding maintenance fees, dormancy fees, and all sorts of other fees to help make up the money 
they won't be earning on overdraft fees. Banks are required to disclose all of their fees so be sure to review 
them. If there are any minimum balance requirements, make sure you have enough cash to avoid any 
associated balance fees. If there is a maintenance fee, find out if there is a way you can avoid them, perhaps 
by going with paperless statements. 
 
Certificate of Deposit Options 
If the savings account has a good interest, reasonable fees, and is FDIC insured, I look for the other deposit 
options available at the bank. If the bank also offers great certificate of deposit rates, then it becomes very 
appealing for me. The best CD rates these days are not that much better than some online savings account 
rates, especially if you are looking at maturities of a year or less, but if the bank has good rates now, relatively, 
chances are they'll be good when rates creep back up. 
 
Jim Wang writes about personal finance at Bargaineering.com. When he's not tackling money issues, he's 
usually look forward to his next 
 
 
 

3. Credit Cards 
 

Choosing the right credit card can mean a ton of savings and rewards 

There is currently a ton of value in plastic; here are some of the best choices in several categories. 

 

BY ODYSSEAS PAPADIMITRIOU / NEW YORK DAILY NEWS 

 

 

Everyone loves saving money, and most of us could really use the savings to expedite freedom from debt, 
considering the average household owes credit card companies more than $7,000. 
 
The real question is, how? 
 
Interestingly, the right credit card could be the answer. Credit is increasingly available due to the 
economic recovery, and the lucrative rewards offers and low interest rates that have been in evidence 
since the end of the Great Recession aren't going anywhere. 
 
There is currently a ton of value in plastic, as you can see at CardHub's annual Best Credit Cards list. Here 
are some of the best choices in several categories. 
 
Initial bonus: The Chase Sapphire Preferred Card offers 40,000 bonus points, redeemable for a $400 
statement credit or $500 in travel, in return for spending at least $3,000 in the first three months. 
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If you're going to spend that much anyway and you have the excellent credit required for approval, 
there's really no reason not to score some free money, especially since the card's $95 annual fee doesn't 
kick in until the second year. 
Ongoing rewards: The Blue Cash Preferred American Express Card offers 6% cash back on groceries, 
3% on gas, 3% on department store purchases and 1% on everything else. 
You also stand to get a $150 initial bonus for spending $1,000 during the first three months - which pays 
the card's annual fee for two years. 
Zero-percent offer: Use a payoff calculator and the value of the Slate Card’s 15-month 0% introductory 
term and lack of fees will become clear.  This free balance transfer offer can save the average consumer 
around $1,000 in finance charges and fees while helping the cardholder pay down what is owed months 
faster. 
Students: The Journey Student Rewards Card from Capital One doesn't have an annual fee, yet offers 1% 
cash back across all purchases as well as a 25% earnings bump in months you make an on-time payment. 
The payoff: Students can build credit for free while subsidizing their expenses. 
Credit building: Despite its perhaps misleading branding, the Harley Davidson Secured Credit Card is a 
great option for people with limited credit history as well as those who have made financial mistakes. 
Its lack of an annual fee makes it a free credit-building tool as well as a rarity in this card segment, and 
the fact that you can also use it to earn rewards makes it more unique. 
If you decide you're in the market for a new credit card, keep these things in mind: Rewards are best for 
people who always pay their monthly bills in full, while low rates are preferable for those who don't. 
If you don't have above-average credit standing, your top priorities should be finding a no-annual-fee 
credit card and paying your bill in full every month so you can effectively build credit for free. 
Leveraging more than one credit card is a smart strategy, as it allows you to get the best possible 
collection of terms. 
Papadimitriou is CEO of credit card comparison site CardHub.com and the personal finance social 
network WalletHub.com. 
 

Choosing a credit card: Read the fine print 
Brenda Procter, M.S., State Specialist & Instructor, and Graham McCaulley, M.A., Extension 

Graduate Assistant, Personal Financial Planning, College of Human Environmental Sciences, 
University of Missouri Extension 

  
A credit card lets you buy things and pay for them over time. Using a credit card is like any borrowing — 
you have to pay the money back. 
  
Credit card features vary from card to card and there are several types of cards to choose from. To get the 
best deal, compare fees, charges, interest rates and benefits. Some credit cards that look like a great deal 
at first may really be a bad deal when you read the terms and conditions of use and see how the fees 
could affect your available credit. 
  
Credit card terms 
  
Important terms of use must be disclosed in any credit card application or for cards that don’t require an 
application. Here are the terms to ask about when you consider credit offers.  
  
Many credit cards charge membership or participation fees. These fees have a variety of names, like 
“annual,” “activation,” “acceptance,” “participation” and “monthly maintenance” fees. Fees may appear 
monthly, periodically or as one-time charges. They can have an immediate effect on your available credit; 
however, new credit card rules specify that fees, such as an annual fee or application fee, cannot total 
more than 25 percent of the initial credit limit. 

http://www.cardhub.com/credit-card-calculator/
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Some credit cards add transaction fees and other charges if you use them to get a cash advance, if you 
make a late payment or if you go over your credit limit. The rule mentioned above regarding fees being 
less than 25 percent of the credit limit does not apply to these type of penalty fees. 
  
Annual percentage rate (APR) is a measure of the cost of credit, expressed as a yearly rate. It must be 
disclosed before your account can be activated, and it must appear on your account statements. 
  
The card issuer also must disclose the periodic rate. That’s the rate the issuer applies to your balance to 
determine the finance charge for each billing period. 
  
Some credit card plans let the issuer change the APR when interest rates or other economic indicators — 
called indexes — change. The rate change is linked to the index’s performance and often varies. Rate 
changes can raise or lower the finance charge on your account. Before your account is activated, you must 
also be given information about any limits on how much and how often your rate may change. 
  
If your card does not have a variable interest rate tied to an index, the credit card companies generally 
cannot raise your APR for the first 12 months after you open your account, and if the rate is going to be 
raised after that point, you should be given 45 days notice and the opportunity to cancel the card before 
the new rate takes effect. 
  
A grace period, also called a “free period,” lets you avoid finance charges if you pay your balance in full 
before the date it is due. Knowing whether a card gives you a grace period is important if you plan to pay 
your account in full each month. 
  
Balance computation method is how the card issuers calculate your finance charge. If you don’t have a 
grace period, it’s important to know this. Which balance computation method is used can make a big 
difference in how much of a finance charge you pay — even if the APR and your buying patterns stay the 
same.  
  
Many credit card companies offer incentives for balance transfer offers — moving your debt from one 
credit card to another. All offers are not the same and the terms may be complicated.  
  
Many credit card issuers offer transfers with low introductory rates. Some issuers also charge balance 
transfer fees. In addition, if you pay late or fail to pay off your transferred balance before the introductory 
period ends, the issuer may raise the introductory rate and/or charge you interest retroactively. When 
you make payments, they are to be directed to highest interest balances first. 
  
Balance computation methods 
  
The average daily balance method credits your account from the day the issuer receives your payment. 
To figure the balance due, the issuer totals the beginning balance for each day in the billing period and 
subtracts any credits made that day. Although new purchases may or may not be added to the balance, 
cash advances typically are included. The resulting daily balances are added for the billing cycle. The total 
is divided by the number of days in the billing cycle to get the average daily balance.  
  
Adjusted balance is usually the most advantageous method for cardholders. The issuer determines your 
balance by subtracting payments or credits received during the current billing period from the balance at 
the end of the previous billing period. Purchases made during the billing period aren’t included. 
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The previous balance is the amount owed at the end of the previous billing period. Payments, credits 
and purchases made during the current billing period are not included. Some creditors exclude unpaid 
finance charges.  
  
Credit card companies can only impose interest charges on balances in the current billing cycle (i.e., no 
two-cycle billing). If you don’t understand how your balance is calculated, ask your card issuer. An 
explanation also must appear on your billing statements. 
  
Other costs and features 
  
Credit terms vary among issuers. When considering a credit card, think about how you plan to use it:  
  
If you expect to pay your bills in full each month, the annual fee and other charges may be more 
important than the periodic rate and the APR. 
If you use the cash advance feature, pay attention to the APR and balance computation method. 
If you plan to pay for purchases over time, the APR and the balance computation method are major 
considerations. 
  
You’ll also want to consider if the credit limit is enough, how widely the card is accepted and the plan’s 
services and features.  
  
Your credit card agreement explains what may happen if you default on your account. For example, if you 
are one day late with your payment, your issuer may be able to take certain actions, including raising the 
interest rate on your card. Some issuers’ agreements even state that if you are in default on any financial 
account, those issuers’ will consider you in default for them as well. This is known as universal default. 
  
Some cards with low rates for on-time payments apply a very high APR if you are late a certain number of 
times in any specified time period. This is a type of special delinquency rate. 
 

 

4. Digital Televisions 
 

How to Choose a Big Screen TV 
By Lee Johnson, eHow Contributor , last updated April 16, 2012 

      
 

The size screen you'll need is determined by how far away you will be sitting. 
When shopping for a big screen TV, the technical specifications and the array of options can easily leave you 
bewildered and unsure how to proceed. There are LCD, LED, plasma and projection-based big screen TVs 
available, as well as different resolutions, input and output ports, and contrast ratios. Learning to decode the 
technical hype and advertising spiel can help you get the right big screen TV for your needs. Equipped with the 
right information, the world of big screen televisions is less bewildering, and you can make a clear-headed, 
rational choice. 
 
Instructions 
1 
Measure the distance from your seating location to the TV. This distance optimally determines the right choice 
in big-screen size. The general rule is that you should sit at least one and a half times the screen size away 
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from the screen. Sitting two times the width of the TV away is preferable to many users, because you feel 
immersed in the image, but you can sit further away and still enjoy the TV. 
 
2 
Choose the type of big screen TV. LCD TVs are generally prevalent because they are the relatively inexpensive 
and consume less power than plasma screens. LED TVs will generally be more expensive than LCD TVs, but 
they are very thin and more energy efficient. There often isn't a noticeable difference in picture quality. 
Plasma screens are better than LCDs and LEDs in darkened rooms, but consume more power. They also can 
reflect light in very bright rooms, because their front panel is glass. Rear projection TVs are the best option if 
you want a huge screen, but require a darkened room to be viewed clearly. 
 
3 
Learn about resolutions. The different resolutions available are determined by the amount of pixels that make 
up the image onscreen. Pixels are minuscule squares that compose the image, and the more you have, the 
better the quality. HDTVs are anything from 1280 x 720, and this is generally abbreviated as 720p. The "p" 
means it in a progressive scan fashion, sequentially from top to bottom. Generally, you should look for a 
1080p (1920 x 1080 pixels) TV if you want to be compatible with highest resollution program sources such as 
Blu-Ray. 
 
4 
Consider connections. TVs all come with different input ports, and the different ones on the model you are 
interested in can determine how effective the performance is of your your favorite entertainment gear. 
Ensure that it has all the connections you require. The most important inputs you're likely to be looking for are 
HDMI and RCA. These are the digital and analog cable inputs, respectively. 
 
5 
Read independent reviews of TVs. Contrast ratio is an important measurement, as it determines the lightest 
and darkest images that the TV can produce at the same time. Generally, modern TVs will claim at least 
10,000:1 contrast ratio, but LCD TVs can have as low a ratio as 600:1 and plasma models can have a ratio of 
1000:1. Unfortunately, the measurement of these values isn't standardized, and manufacturers can easily 
exaggerate their set's output. Independent reviews give you a more objective understanding of image quality. 
 
 

Selecting a Big Screen TV 
 
Are you in the market for a new big screen TV? If you are, you may be a little confused by all the choices and 
terminology that surrounds big screen TVs. There are basically four different types of big screen TVs for you to 
choose from. They are the plasma, LCD, rear projection, and the regular CRT. To determine which type of TV to 
purchase, you will first need to take look at your budget and see how much you can afford as there is huge 
range in the prices. 
 
First, there is the flat panel plasma TVs that work by using thousands of illuminated fluorescent lights that 
form an image on the screen. Plasma TVs are more like monitors, which needs an external TV tuner to display 
broadcast signals. The plasma displays are digital and they have a much higher resolution than the CRT TVs. 
 
In the last few years, plasma screens have been revolutionizing the industry with incredibly sharp, bright 
pictures, high contrast, energy-efficient operation, and a flicker-free picture. Of course, one of the biggest 
selling features is the size. The screens offer incredibly wide viewing angles as well as up to 170 degrees with 
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perfect clarity, so you can watch TV from almost anywhere in the room without distortion or glare. Most 
plasma screen TVs are HDTV-compatible, and can also serve as large, high-quality monitor for your computer. 
 
The relative cost of plasma TVs is a little higher than that of the other types of televisions. However, their cost 
must be weighed against their convenience and stunning image quality. As with CRT-based TVs, there is also 
some risk of burn-in due to static images, but only for those who plan to leave the news channel on all day or 
play certain types of video games. 
 
The LCD TVs work by passing electricity through a sandwiched liquid crystal solution held between polarized 
glass, creating light and colors to generate the picture image. LCD flat panels are a more affordable alternative 
to plasma displays, and offer remarkable picture detail and energy efficiency. They are also environmentally 
friendly, consuming approximately 38% less power than a regular CRT television of the same size. Also, the 
screens last much longer than those of CRT-based TVs with little, if any, deterioration in image quality. 
 
LCD TVs come in either standard or widescreen aspect ratios and the flicker-free screen is very easy on the 
eyes. LCD flat panels may have trouble with intense motion, for instance with sports, though recent models 
have begun to address this issue. The flat panel LCD TV is basically a bigger version of a laptop computer 
screen. LCD TVs are almost an inch thinner than plasma, but they are limited to a size of just 40 inches. 
 
On the other hand, rear projection TVs are great if you want a screen size of 40 inches or more. The idea 
behind rear projection is to combine both a projector and screen into one unit. The projector casts the image 
on the rear of the screen. With rear projection, you get the most screen size for your money, combined with 
excellent picture quality. However, they can be very heavy and deep. They usually cannot be viewed in bright 
light and have a narrow viewing angle. 
 
Before choosing a big screen TV, you should put some thought into the size of screen you actually want to 
bring home. While most people would think that bigger is better, the size of the room you will be putting the 
TV in ultimately dictates the appropriate screen size you should get. As a rule, you can think of an approximate 
6-to-1 ratio when planning your purchase; that means you should have six diagonal inches of television for 
every foot of distance between the TV and your usual viewing location. 
 
If your TV room only allows about seven feet between where the screen will go and where you will be sitting, 
then you should choose a screen in the range of 42 inches. This will put you close enough to the screen that 
you get the benefit of the detail without having to move your head to see different parts of the screen. Keep 
in mind that conventional (non-projection) CRT TVs require more distance for comfortable viewing. 
 
Then you also have to consider if you want widescreen or standard. The aspect ratio of your big screen TV is 
the next important issue to consider. Aspect ratio indicates whether it is the standard (4:3) or widescreen 
(16:9), which is similar to movie screens. If you love movies but detest the black bars that often accompany 
widescreen presentations, you will want to purchase a widescreen TV to avoid this phenomenon. 
 
Once you have decided on which type of big screen TV to purchase, you have to consider how to connect it to 
the rest of your home theatre components, as this will affect your overall viewing satisfaction. There is a 
variety of cabling options available, which include basic gold-plated connectors on a shielded cable, all the way 
up to a component video cable made of gas-injected nitrogen cellular dielectric with heavy-duty double 
shielding and machined gold connectors. These cables will deliver high-performance connections for your 
video components, with life-like colors, low attenuation, high-speed signal transfer, reduced interference and 
excellent conductivity. 
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Obviously, there is a lot to consider when choosing a big screen TV. Whatever you choose, you will enjoy the 
better image quality, a screen big enough to see everything you want to see, and a complete movie 
experience in the comfort of your own home. As you get ready to make your choice, be sure to check out the 
specs of the TVs you are interested in and make sure they provide the features and quality that you want.  
 

TV Buying Guide 
Updated February 3, 2011 2:18 PM PST by David Katzmaier 

Today's HDTV spec sheets are littered with confusing information, and much of it is worthless. Here we 
present the major offenders and recommend you simply ignore these specs when making your purchase 
decision. Manufacturers include most of this information in an attempt to convey improved picture quality by 
citing ever-higher numbers; however, in reality those numbers provide little indication of how good the image 
looks in the real world. 
 
Refresh rate (60Hz, 120Hz, 240Hz, 480Hz, 600Hz): These numbers, which are supposed to refer to the number 
of times the still image is refreshed on the screen (60Hz=60 times per second), have proliferated in the last 
few years. That's because LCD TVs have a reputation for being blurrier in fast-motion scenes than plasma TVs 
are. However, in reality, most people can't perceive that blur in most material; in terms of motion blur, it's 
nearly impossible to see the difference between a 60Hz and a 600Hz TV. Many LCD TV manufacturers 
incorporate dejudder or smoothing processing (see "basic features") in conjunction with refresh rate, but 
smoothing and antiblur are two separate, albeit related, visual effects. 240Hz: What you need to know has the 
full explanation. 
 
Resolution (720p, 1080p): Nearly every TV today is a 1080p model, but in the smaller LCD screen sizes and 
entry-level plasma series you can still find 720p models. There's nothing wrong with 720p resolution. In fact, 
the difference between 720p and 1080p resolutions is nearly impossible to discern, even when watching 
content on very large screen sizes. Check out HDTV resolution explained for more details. 
 
Contrast ratio (up to 1,000,000 to 5,000,000:1, "Infinite"): Contrast ratio refers to the difference between the 
brightest white and the darkest black a TV can display, which is an important indicator of overall picture 
quality. Unfortunately, there's no standardized way to measure it, so most TV makers essentially make it up. 
Sometimes differences in contrast ratio among a single manufacturer's own product line can be a true 
indicator of black-level performance--the crucial capability of a TV to produce a shade of "black" as close as 
possible to the absence of light--but just as often they can be concocted to justify higher price points. That's 
why we call contrast ratio the Dr. Evil of HDTV specs. 
 
Viewing angle: Ideally you want the TV's image to stay as bright and as colorful when seen from the side, or 
from above and below, as from straight on. With LCD that almost never happens, despite viewing-angle claims 
that approach 180 degrees. The rule of thumb here is that LCD and LED viewing angles are always worse than 
the angles on plasma TVs, and though different LCDs can have different characteristics, this spec isn't a 
trustworthy indicator. That said, LCDs typically have adequate viewing angles for most viewers, especially in 
bright rooms. 
 
Wide color gamut: Color standards for content production are strict, and matching those standards, to most 
accurately reproduce the source material, is the main color-related responsibility of the TV. Wide color gamuts 
and other color-related extras can produce "redder" reds or punchier yellows, for example, but those colors 
won't be accurate. On the other hand, many TVs can also deliver relatively accurate color in certain picture 
settings, regardless of their color specifications or claims. 
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Energy Star: There's rarely a number associated with Energy Star specifications, but we're including it here to 
prove a point: nearly every TV available for sale today qualifies for Energy Star, making the certification useless 
for comparative purposes. 
 

5. Toothpaste (new) 
 

http://www.utextension.utk.edu/central/4h/files/cdmfiles/toothpaste.pdf  

 
When you are traveling down the toothpaste aisle it can sometimes become very overwhelming. All the bright 
colored boxes each claiming a different result if you buy and use that product. Is all that really necessary, 
toothpaste is toothpaste right? Well not always. There are several things that you can look at when purchasing 
toothpaste. First and foremost, you need to decide as the consumer what do I want from my toothpaste. 
Whitening, tarter control, and fresh breath are just a few things that you as consumer may want from your 
toothpaste. Here a few tips when buying toothpaste. 
What to Look for when  
Buying Toothpaste 
• ADA Accepted. When selecting a toothpaste, this is the first thing you should look for on the packaging. This 
means that the product has been tested clinically and it is a safe as well a efficient toothpaste or dental 
product. 
• Fluoride is a must. The ADA advises everyone to use a fluoride toothpaste. Fluoride in toothpaste helps to 
fight off cavities in your teeth. 
• Pick a product that cleans well. Most people, who do not have special requests of their toothpaste, can 
choose toothpaste that fits in their price range and personal preference.  
• Plaque or tarter control. For plaque removal, the best bet is to brush correctly. Plaque and tater control 
toothpaste can help people who have problems with plaque built that is excessive.  
• Sensitive teeth. Less abrasive toothpaste might be a better choice for those people who have tooth or gum 
erosion or sensitive teeth. Potassium nitrate, is very effective ingredient for sensitive teeth. Potassium nitrate 
should be listed in the ingredients of good sensitive toothpaste. 
• Taste. Some consumer may like bold, fresh-flavored toothpaste, but others may not. Remember that the 
flavor of the toothpaste has an effect on how much we brush. 
 

Consumer Reports finds whitening claims 
for toothpaste can be misleading 
http://www.chathamjournal.com/weekly/living/health/cr-tests-whitening-toothpastes-60706.shtml  

CR’s tests of 41 toothpastes found no correlation between whitening claims and stain-removing ability 

Yonkers, NY — Consumer Reports tested 41 brands of toothpaste to see if they really could whiten teeth—as 
many of the makers claim—and found no correlation between those claims and stain-removing ability. 

Even the seven toothpastes that contain peroxide, the main bleaching ingredient in whitening strips and 
professional treatments, lightened or bleached out stains no better overall than other toothpastes. 

http://www.utextension.utk.edu/central/4h/files/cdmfiles/toothpaste.pdf
http://www.chathamjournal.com/weekly/living/health/cr-tests-whitening-toothpastes-60706.shtml
http://www.consumerreports.org/cro/health-fitness/beauty-personal-care/toothpaste-8-06/overview/0608_toothpaste_ov_1.htm
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Consumer Reports did find one toothpaste that stood out as a stain remover: Ultrabrite All in One Advanced 
Whitening, a CR Best Buy. Ultrabrite doesn’t contain peroxide and costs just 28 cents per ounce—roughly one-
tenth the cost of the priciest brand. And, unlike its two closest competitors in stain removal, Ultrabrite was no 
more abrasive than average. 

Drugstore aisles are packed with toothpastes claiming to do everything from fighting plaque or curbing tartar 
to freshening teeth or shielding sensitive teeth. But the most prominent claim, whitening teeth, can be 
misleading. The fine print on toothpaste labels reveals that most products promise to whiten by removing 
stains, not by lightening the base color of the teeth. 

Consumer Reports didn’t test claims about preventing plaque or tartar because that would have required an 
extensive clinical trial. Products labeled “prevents plaque and gingivitis” or “tartar control” and bearing the 
American Dental Association’s seal must provide clinical-trial evidence thatthey perform those tasks better 
than standard toothpastes do. Claims without the seal may or may not be valid. 

Here’s a list of the 12 other toothpastes judged by Consumer Reports to provide “Very Good” stain protection. 
They are listed in order of their scores, along with the price of the product per ounce: 

1. Colgate Max Fresh, $0.47 per ounce 

2. Colgate Luminous, $0.49 per ounce 

3. Colgate Tartar Control Whitening Gel, $0.33 per ounce 

4. The Natural Dentist Herbal Anti Cavity, $1.52 per ounce 

5. Colgate 2 in 1 Toothpaste & Mouthwash Whitening Icy Blast, $0.64 per ounce 

6. Colgate Sparkling White, $0.36 per ounce 

7. Crest Extra Whitening with Tartar Protection, $0.41 per ounce 

8. Colgate Baking Soda & Peroxide Whitening Gel, $0.37 per ounce 

9. Crest Whitening Expressions, $0.48 per ounce 

10. Crest Multicare, $0.50 per ounce 

11. Crest Rejuvenating Effects Paste, $0.51 per ounce 

12. Crest Tartar Protection, $0.35 per ounce 

6. Suitcases (new) 
 

Tips on How to Buy Luggage : Getting the best bag for your buck 

by: Jeanette Foster, from: Frommer's Travel, June 7, 2012 

 

http://www.frommers.com/
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If you haven't shopped for luggage in a while, you may be overwhelmed by the variety of new options — 
and the wide range of prices you'll have to pay. Where to start? Here are a few tips to help you buy the right 

stuff for your travel needs. 
See also: What about stolen and damaged items in checked baggage? 

 
Look for bags with distinctive colors or patterns so you can quickly spot them at baggage claim. — Photo by Big 
Cheese Photo/Corbis 

1. Consider your travel style 
If you travel a lot, tend to check bags on planes, or often pack electronics or other fragile items, buy luggage 
that's hardy and sturdy. Although hard-sided luggage is heavy, it can take more abuse than fabric bags and still 
protect the contents. Just be sure that you can lift your luggage. Soft-sided luggage and backpacks are a good 
choice for car travel and for carry-ons, as such bags are lightweight, more flexible (i.e., can be squeezed into 
the overhead bins) and can be expanded. Just be sure to know the carry-on size restrictions, which vary 
slightly by airline. Garment bags, although not very popular these days, can be good for transporting dress 
clothing for special events. 
2. Be picky about materials 
For years, leather was the top pick for soft-sided luggage. But leather can be heavy and may become moldy in 
tropical and humid climates. Popular today are ballistic nylon and Cordura nylon. Both fabrics protect your 
bag's contents by being resistant to sharp objects, and they generally have a waterproof seal. Hard-sided bags 

made of polycarbonate material are also both light and durable. Finally, look for bags with distinctive colors or 
patterns so you can quickly spot them in baggage-claim areas. Alternatively, customize your generic bags with 
colored tape, bright luggage tags or decals. 
3. Inspect the construction 
Make sure zippers have taped seams (strips of cloth reinforcing the connection between the zipper and the 
bag). Exterior seams should be covered with leather, nylon piping or welts to reinforce them and help absorb 
shock. The seams should also be lock-stitched — that is, each stitch is reinforced, or locked, so that if one 
breaks, it won't unravel the next and undo the seam. Be sure handles are attached with screws (easy to repair) 
as opposed to rivets (not so easy). Check that telescoping handles can be locked into place, and that you can 
live with the loss of space inside the bag. In order for garment bags to allow for layering, hold clothes in place 
and reduce wrinkles, it's best that they have two brackets for clothes hangers, two upper cross straps and a 

center cross strap. The hook you use to hang the bag should be strong and retractable. 
4. Focus on comfort 
Handles with underside padding are a plus. Shoulder straps should be adjustable; made of wide, padded 
webbing where the strap rests on your shoulder; and reinforced with box and cross-stitching for 
durability. Four-wheel suitcases are sturdier and easier to roll than two-wheel models. Make sure the wheels 
are at least 2 1/2 inches in diameter, can spin 360 degrees, are spaced as wide apart as possible, and are 
recessed into the bag's frame for protection (this also makes wheeled bags easier to stow in overhead bins). 
5. Check out the warranties 
Before you buy luggage, make sure the manufacturer covers accidental damage, not just manufacturing 
defects. Remember that price doesn't guarantee a better warranty. For example, Tumi, an expensive brand 

http://www.aarp.org/travel/
http://www.aarp.org/travel/travel-tips/info-03-2011/greenberg-stolen-items-checked-bags.html
http://www.aarp.org/travel/travel-tips/info-03-2011/greenberg-stolen-items-checked-bags.html
http://www.aarp.org/travel/travel-tips/info-06-2009/peter_greenberg_suitcase_belts.html
http://www.aarp.org/travel/travel-tips/info-10-2011/hot-wheels.html
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(ranging from $400 to $1,400 per bag), offers a warranty of only 12 months for in-transit damage and wear 
and tear. L.L. Bean, on the other hand, has inexpensive duffel bags (starting at $20 per bag) that have 

unconditional lifetime warranties. 
 
 
Insider's Guide to Buying the Best Bags 
Advice from travel professionals on buying luggage and laptop bags 

By Melanie Pinola, About.com Guide 
Luggage and laptop bags are important -- and sometime expensive -- purchases. We need them to reliably 
protect our belongings, be easy to carry, and withstand all of the torture we put them through. With those 
tough requirements, and the vast (perhaps overwhelming) array of options available, deciding which bag(s) to 
buy can be difficult. 

So I contacted several travelware professionals from well-known luggage and business bag brands, and also 
hasseled one of the managers at a major luggage retailer, with questions about buying luggage and laptop 
cases, such as: 

What Luggage Bag or Laptop Bag Should I Buy?* 

Everyone responded that the type of luggage or business case you buy will depend on your purpose and 
usage. Are you a heavy traveler (in which case durability is key) or a more infrequent traveler (price or style 
may be a more important consideration)? As with other products, you usually have to make a compromise 
between price, quality, and convenience. 
Sometimes, when you're choosing between brands of the same quality and price range (or even within the 
same brand, between product lines), it just comes down to a matter of style. Do you want one that exudes 
professionalism or one that's more sporty or casual? Some bag styles may be more appropriate for business 
vs. leisure. (Duffle bags, for example, are popular but better suited for casual travel, whereas the cases 
selected in the Top 7 Rolling Laptop Bags are great for business users.) 
For business cases and laptop bags, consider what you'll be carrying on a daily basis. Marcus Williamson from 
McKlein, for example, noted that you need to "make sure the bag you like has enough space for your laptop 
and other paperwork" and SOLO's Nerita Howard added to keep in mind "the external hard drive, personal 
files, iPod, keys, cell phone, and maybe even your wallet" and the kinds of organization you may need for 
these. Sometimes when buying a laptop bag we only think of the laptop fitting and forget all the other stuff 
we need to bring along as well. 

In addition to how often you travel and for what purpose, whether you carry your luggage onto the plane or 
check it in will also determine the type and size of bag you need. If you fly a lot, before buying a laptop bag 
look for one that's checkpoint-friendly, making it easy to remove from the bag or even stay in the bag and zip 
through security. 

Is a More Expensive Bag Always Better? 

Cheap luggage is often so poorly made that it's not only a waste of money but bad on the environment (is 
there or should there be such a thing as disposable luggage?). On the other hand, "designer label" business 
cases that are over-priced are also common, capitalizing on designer label brand names. TravelPro's Scott 
Applebee advises buyers to stick with brands that are focused on producing high quality luggage and business 

http://mobileoffice.about.com/bio/Melanie-Pinola-74202.htm
http://mobileoffice.about.com/od/laptopbags/tp/best-rolling-laptop-bags.htm
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cases first and foremost, because they offer the best quality and value (TravelPro, designed for flight crew 
members, are made for perhaps the ultimate road warriors). Of the reputable luggage and laptop bag brands, 
I do find that it is worth paying more for a case that will last you a long time and be a joy to use every time, 
rather than making you suffer for an entire trip only to be thrown out or gather dust in your attic. 

What Should I look for in a Quality Luggage Bag or Laptop Bag? 

When it comes to luggage there are a whole lot of buying criteria and quality indicators besides price 
including: "durability, aesthetics, storage capacity, ergonomics, weight, wheel and handle quality," according 
to Applebee. Some things he and the other bag representatives mentioned to look for in quality luggage bags 
or laptop bags include: 

 Type and durability of fabric 
 Replaceable sealed ball-bearing wheels 
 Ergonomic zipper pulls and self-repairing zippers 
 Sturdy handle design 
 Extended warranty and extra features like being able to use cases with other rolling luggage 

What Advice Would You Give Someone Shopping for a Bag Online? 

Because it's a major purchase, do your research online of not just product reviews and information from the 
manufacturer's site, but also of the online retailer's reputation and guarantee as well. I definitely found that 
researching bags on different sites is very helpful, not just for price comparisons, but also because different 
sites (including the manufacturer's site) vary in the product photos available, and it's best to look at the bag 
from different angles if you're not able to see it in person. Naturally, with this type of major purchase, 
researching the bag online and then inspecting it in person for the criteria above would arm you with the most 
useful information for deciding which bags are best for you. 

 

Wheelin' In The Years 

Wheeled luggage turns 40 this year — here are 6 tips for buying the right bag 

by: Peter Greenberg, from: AARP The Magazine, November 2011 issue 
 
About 40 years ago a guy named Bernard Sadow was lugging two large suitcases through the Aruba airport 
when he noticed a worker rolling machinery on a skid. Eureka! Sadow invented a rolling bag: It was large and 
clunky, with four wheels on the bottom and a towrope. 

 
40 years ago the invention of wheeled luggage revolutionized travel. — Illustration by Harry Campbell 
In 1987 airline pilot Bob Plath went a step further. He designed a rectangular bag with a vertical back, two 
wheels, and an extensible handle: the Rollaboard. It revolutionized travel. 
These days, rolling bags come in all shapes and sizes, many with features you may or may not want. Here's 
what to look for. 

1. Good wheels 
They should be widely spaced and encased, with sealed bearings, and should swivel 360 degrees. Swivels 
make a bag easier to maneuver, and seals keep the wheels from sticking. The collapsing handle should also be 

http://www.aarp.org/travel/experts/peter_greenberg/
http://www.aarp.org/magazine/
http://www.aarp.org/travel/
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encased, and preferably placed on the exterior of the bag for maximum packing space. 
2. Durability 

As a thoroughly unscientific test, in 2009, for CBS's Early Show, I stuffed fresh fruit into five top suitcase brands 
and threw each one into a ring with a five-ton Asian elephant. Most were destroyed within minutes. 
Amazingly, soft-sided bags seemed to fare better. The bag that lasted the longest? A $320 Victorinox suitcase 
— which happened to be a rollaway! Coming in second was a $99 unwheeled American Tourister, proving that 
affordable luggage can still be durable. 

3. Light weight 
Even if it has wheels, no one wants to pull a heavy suitcase. You can easily perform your own weight 
comparison in the store. Of those I've tested, the Kiva line is extremely lightweight. 

4. Compactness 

Desperate to avoid checked-bag fees, many travelers haul anything on wheels onto a plane — including 
massive duffel bags. Reality check: Just because it's transportable doesn't mean it's portable. Your bag should 
measure no more than 45 linear inches (length plus width plus height). In general, a 21-inch upright fits best 
into any overhead compartment — and it won't incite dirty looks from fellow passengers. 
5. Low center of gravity 
Cheap bags often have flat, open pockets in the front. Once the bag is loaded, however, its uneven weight 
distribution makes it topple over if you let go. Look for a bag with a zippered front pocket and, again, widely 
spaced wheels. 

6. Robust warranty 
Not all lifetime guarantees are equal. Often the fine print excludes "excessive wear and tear" and "transport 
damage." Translation: If the airline damages your suitcase, it's not covered. The most comprehensive warranty 

I've found is from Briggs & Riley, which offers a true lifetime warranty on all of its lines. 

 
 
 
 

7. Microwaves 
How to choose 

In addition to saving time, microwave ovens can also save up to 80 percent of the energy used by a typical 
oven. Indeed, the Environmental Protection Agency is considering making microwaves eligible for Energy Star 
status. See our Ratings and Recommendations(available to subscribers) for best microwaves in terms of top 
performance and value. Then use these tips to narrow your choices: 
Pick the right type 
Large countertop models often have more capacity than over-the-range models, though they take up valuable 
counter space. Over-the-range models free up that space by nestling conveniently above your range. But they 
cost more to buy and install, and they don't vent as well as most range hoods. 
Focus on features 
A sensor helps prevent under- or overcooking by automatically turning off the microwave when food is done. 
Shortcut keys take the guesswork out of cooking popular foods, and convection helps provide browning like a 
conventional oven does. Models with a mounting kit save counter space by hanging on the wall or beneath a 
wall cabinet. 

http://www.aarp.org/travel/budget-travel/info-04-2011/save-a-buck-avoid-baggage-fees.html
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Don't buy capacity claims 

What you see on the box isn't what you'll get in your kitchen because manufacturers measure space you 

usually can't use. Some models delivered as little as half the space manufacturers promised. Check the usable-

space column in our Ratings (available to subscribers) for our real-world measurements. And take your largest 

casserole to the store. Also consider models with a sliding tray, which can usually accommodate large or 

oblong plates. 

Keep the kids safe 

Microwave-related burns sent an estimated 2,000 children to the emergency room last year. A recent study by 

the University of Chicago Medical Center found that even toddlers could open microwaves and pull out hot 

foods and drinks, resulting in burns. All tested models except the Apollo Half Time include a child lock for the 

controls. To make your microwave safer, keep it out of reach of younger children. And be sure older kids use it 

properly and keep younger siblings away when handling hot foods and beverages from the microwave. 

Posted: January 2009 — Consumer Reports Magazine issue: February 2009 
 
 
Microwave Oven Guide 
http://www.consumerreports.org/cro/appliances/kitchen-appliances/microwave-ovens/microwave-oven-
buying-advice/microwave-oven-getting-started/microwave-oven-getting-started.htm  

Getting started                                                                                                                                                                                                      

Speed and smarts now go hand in hand as more microwaves serve as second ovens. Many have sensors that 

automate cooking for more than just popcorn. More also include convection and even slow cooking for 

homeowners who want added cooking capability without having to add a wall oven or a second range. 

You'll find more automation as microwaves take on a growing list of cooking tasks. Browning and speed-cook 
modes, along with interactive recipe databases, are also on the menu as big brands push added capability for 
busy families. But as our tests have shown, you can pay a premium for those perks without getting the even 
heating and defrosting that are a microwave's two top tasks. Our Ratings also show that some brands 
overstate usable space by as much as 50 to 60 percent. 
Pick a type and size 
Countertop models cost the least and are best for kitchens with lots of counter space. Compact models can 
cost very little but typically offer the least cooking space. Midsized and large models add capacity and 
features, with midsized models taking the biggest slice of the market. But because manufacturers often 
include unusable space in their capacity claims, be sure to bring a large platter to see whether it fits inside 
models on your shopping list. Two other key caveats: While some countertop microwaves can hang below a 
cabinet, you wind up with little working space below the oven. And while over-the-range models save counter 
space and add convenience, they don't vent nearly as well as a dedicated range hood and may require an 
electrician to install. 
Be realistic about extras 
Decide whether you'll really use grilling and browning features, convection cooking, slow-cook, and other 
added functions before paying extra for them. Our tests have shown that you'll still get better grilling in a 
capable oven--and more-convenient slow cooking with a dedicated slow cooker. A sensor is a convenient 
feature, but think twice about shortcut and defrost settings for foods you don't eat. 
Types 

http://www.consumerreports.org/cro/appliances/kitchen-appliances/microwave-ovens/microwave-oven-buying-advice/microwave-oven-getting-started/microwave-oven-getting-started.htm
http://www.consumerreports.org/cro/appliances/kitchen-appliances/microwave-ovens/microwave-oven-buying-advice/microwave-oven-getting-started/microwave-oven-getting-started.htm
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You'll find three major types. Most microwave ovens still sit on the countertop, but more consumers are 

mounting them over the range, especially in kitchens where counter space is at a premium. Others are 

mounted within custom cabinetry, either over counters or in island or wall units. 

 
Countertop microwaves 

 
These models are best for kitchens with lots of counter space and for avid cooks who use their range often--
and require the optimal venting of a range hood instead of an over-the-range microwave. You can hang some 
countertop models below a cabinet, though that often leaves little working space below, and some fit within 
microwave cabinets, if your kitchen is so equipped. 
Pros: 
Countertop microwaves typically cost less than over-the-range models and simply plug into an ordinary outlet; 
no installation required. 
Cons: 
Midsized and large models we tested take roughly 3 square feet of counter space, an issue in some kitchens. 
Over-the-range microwaves 

 
Often labeled as OTRs, these models are typically bought as replacements or when a kitchen is remodeled. 
While they can be vented to the outside, don't expect an over-the-range microwave to vent as well as a 
capable range hood that extends over the front burners. 
Pros: 
Over-the-range microwaves leave the counter workspace clear. 
Cons: 
They cost more, and installation might require an electrician. And even the best don't vent as well as a capable 
range hood. 
Built-in microwaves 

 
Often bought as replacements or when a kitchen is remodeled, built-in microwaves are installed within 
custom cabinets or over counters but flush with the bottoms of flanking cabinets. Typically, built-in models 
will not have finished sides, nor do they have vents, though some (over-the-counter types) do have finished 
sides and work lights. 
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Pros: 
Built-ins keep counters clear, and allow you to have a range hood, which works better at venting than over-
the-range microwaves. 
Cons: 
They're relatively expensive. Installation adds to that cost and may require an electrician. 

 

Things to keep in mind before you buy a microwave oven 
Namrata Dadwal, ET Bureau Oct 10, 2011, 01.31am IST   

  
A microwave is no longer just a reheating device. A multi-tasker that can cook, bake and thaw, it can suit all 
your needs., Here's how to pick one. 
Features to consider 
Automatic sensors: An automatic sensor, also referred to as humidity sensor, determines if the food is cooked 
by measuring the steam (or humidity) in the oven. When the food is done, the oven shuts off automatically. 
The sensor fixes the cooking time, which prevents overcooking. Ensure that the sensor takes the food quantity 
into consideration without you having to calculate it.  
Power rating: Microwaves generally have a power rating between 600 and 1,500 watts. More watts means 
more heat, while lower power means longer cooking time. If you cook larger quantities of food, opt for a 
microwave with higher power. However, a difference of 100 watts doesn't matter much. Small ovens typically 
have 600-800 watts, mid-sized ones have 900-1,200 watts, while larger ovens can have even up to 1,650 
watts. 
Control panel: Mechanical controls are good for heavy and rough usage. They are also the easiest to repair. 
Opt for one with a dial that can be operated smoothly and precisely to the required temperature or timing. A 
benefit is that you can alter the settings without interrupting the cooking. However, exact timings can be best 
set by feather touch and electronic panels, though these need to be handled with care. 
Multi-stage cooking: This is a very useful feature, which enables you to cook at different power settings and 
stages of the cooking cycle. So, instead of interrupting the process to monitor and change the power level 
(such as to simmer the food), you can programme the microwave oven at the start of the cooking cycle to 
automatically change it after specified time intervals. 
Short-cut keys: Most microwaves have automatic settings for cooking specific food items, such as popcorn 
and soup. Called auto menus, these are useful as they prompt you to take the next step or add more 
ingredients. They also choose the power level and cooking time automatically. A useful button is the 1-minute 
or 30-second key, which you can click multiple times to set the cooking schedule. 
Auto defrost & steam cooking: All microwaves can defrost food, but it's best to opt for one that has auto 
defrost, where you only need to select the type and weight of food. The gadget will automatically select the 
time and power levels to best defrost it. A new feature that has been added is steam cooking, wherein you fill 
a reservoir with water. As it evaporates, the steam heats the food and also adds moisture to it. 
Additional features 
Child safety lock: This is very essential if you have kids. An electric lock (as a code) prevents them from 
misusing or accidentally operating the oven. 
Speed-cook/combination mode: This mode uses microwave energy in addition to other heating (convection 
or halogen bulbs) to cook food faster than it would take in a traditional oven or skillet. 
Bi-level cooking: Most microwave ovens come with racks that enable two items, or more, to be cooked at the 
same time. A rack can also improve baking by allowing heat under the dish. 
Are microwave ovens harmful? 
Many people are wary of using microwave ovens because they believe that it changes the chemical nature of 
food or leads to tumours because of radiation. However, these facts have been refuted by many researchers. 

http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/topic.cms?search=microwave
http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/topic.cms?search=multi-tasker
http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/topic.cms?search=ovens
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Radiation can only leak if the oven door is damaged or doesn't seal properly. Even in such a case, the 
leakage will be too small to cause any health risk. 
In fact, the food cooked in a microwave is considered healthier as it uses less oil. Also, a microwave oven is 
energy-efficient as it cooks food faster and uses 70-80% less energy than a traditional one. So, you can save on 
power bills and LPG gas. 
Which microwave oven suits your needs? 
Solo: These microwave ovens are usually small (19-23 litres), simple to operate and cheaper than the other 
two variants. They can perform all basic cooking functions besides defrosting and reheating. Most models 
come with a full suite of features mentioned above. It's preferable to opt for one that has 
automatic sensors and multi-stage cooking. However, such microwave ovens cannot be used for grilling or 
baking. 
Price: Rs 4,000-8,000 
Grill: The devices with this feature offer microwave cooking, as well as grilling, toasting and broiling. Their size 
varies from 18-28 litres. At times, they are incorrectly labelled as microwave/convection ovens, but a true 
convection oven has a heating element and a fan to push the heated air into the cavity. Also, don't expect all 
grill ovens to work as fabulously as your barbeque or tandoor. You won't get the same quality of roasting and 
certainly not the smoky flavour. 
Price: Rs 5,000-15,000 
Convection: These products offer both microwave energy and heat. They are the most versatile and can 
perform all cooking functions, including baking. This is why they are more expensive than the other two 
variants. They combine a convection heat cycle with microwave energy for rapid baking, so baking time can be 
cut in half. You can opt only for the convection mode to bake, which takes as much time as a traditional oven, 
but allows you to use metal containers. 
Price: Rs 8,000-25,000 
 
 

8. E Readers 
How to Buy an E-book Reader 
http://www.consumersearch.com/ebook-readers/how-to-buy-an-e-book-reader 
 

How to Buy an E-book Reader 
Updated October 2012 
Best Reviewed 
eBook Readers 

 Best basic e-book readerAmazon Kindle *Est. $70 

 Best touchscreen e-book readerBarnes & Noble Nook Simple Touch *Est. $100 

 Best illuminated e-book readerAmazon Kindle Paperwhite *Est. $120 
  

What Every Best E-Book Reader Has 
 An E Ink screen: Although backlit LCD screens won't physically harm your eyes, most people find them 

uncomfortable to use for prolonged bouts of reading. Some e-readers now offer front- or top-lighting, which 
makes them easier to read in the dark. 

 Access to a large book library: An e-book reader is only as useful as the e-books available for it, and 
Amazon and Barnes & Noble's bookstores are widely cited as two of the best. 

http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/topic.cms?search=sensors
http://www.consumersearch.com/ebook-readers/how-to-buy-an-e-book-reader
http://www.consumersearch.com/ebook-reader-reviews/amazon-kindle
http://www.consumersearch.com/ebook-reader-reviews/barnes-and-noble-nook-simple-touch
http://www.consumersearch.com/ebook-reader-reviews/amazon-kindle-paperwhite
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 Compact size: Most e-book readers are designed to be relatively paperback-sized and easy to slip 
into a pocket. Larger e-readers were formerly available, but have fallen out of favor and production. If you 
want a big-screen reader, consider a tablet computer instead. 

 Good battery life: Most e-readers will last two weeks to a month between charges with wireless 
turned off, or a few days to a week with wireless on. Those that rely on the battery to power lights, 
interactive touchscreens and other features, however, need to be charged more often, sometimes as 
frequently as every day. 

Know Before You Go 

What kind of controls do you like? Consider the positioning of buttons and other navigation controls. Left-
handed users may struggle with landscape mode on models where control buttons are on the right. Toggle 
and joystick controls are easy to use, but typically take more time than interacting directly with the device via 
a touchscreen. If you plan to do all your e-book shopping through the e-reader itself rather than buying books 
online using a computer, the Amazon Kindle Keyboard 3G's full QWERTY controls may be your best bet. 

Do you want your e-book reader to do more than just read e-books? Some e-readers have basic music 
players, annotation programs, document sharing, text-to-voice capability, handwriting recognition, web 
browsing and games. These features used to cost extra, but now you can find them on even some basic 
models. 

Do you even need an e-book reader? If you want to check email, play with apps and surf the Internet more 
than you actually read e-books, a tablet such as the iPad, Nook Tablet, or Amazon Kindle Fire or FireHD may be 
a better purchase. And if you already own a tablet or smartphone, e-book apps let you read your books right 
from your mobile device. Amazon and Barnes & Noble offer Kindle and Nook apps, respectively, for both iOS 
and Android, but experts also like a third-party app called Eucalyptus. Stanza is another well-regarded iOS app, 
but it works only with the iOS 5 operating system -- not the most current iOS 6 -- and it won't be updated 
again. 

How will you download books? Experts say the easiest e-readers to use are those with wireless connectivity 
because e-books can be purchased and downloaded on demand. Many major e-book readers come with Wi-Fi 
installed, but the Kindle also offers free 3G connectivity in its step-up versions. E-readers -- or e-reader owners 
-- without wireless capabilities require a USB connection to a computer to download e-books. Most major e-
readers are compatible with both Macs and PCs, but check before you buy. 

How much memory do you need? Memory on e-readers varies, but they usually have space for at least 1,000 
e-books. Some have expansion slots that allow users to save titles to memory cards, helping to free up space 
on the device itself. The Kindle Paperwhite comes with free cloud storage for titles purchased on 
Amazon.com. 

 
 
Before You Buy an eBook Reader: Best eReader Features to Consider 
http://portables.about.com/od/ebookreasers/a/Before-You-Buy-An-Ebook-Reader.htm 
 
Before You Buy an eBook Reader 
Best eReader Features to Consider 
By Jason Hidalgo, About.com Guide 

http://portables.about.com/od/ebookreasers/a/Before-You-Buy-An-Ebook-Reader.htm
http://portables.about.com/bio/Jason-Hidalgo-67386.htm
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Photo © Jason Hidalgo 
See More About 

 ereaders 
 ebook readers 

As someone with blackmail-worthy photos of older relatives sporting afros and bell bottoms, I’m quite aware 
of how quickly “fresh” stuff can get dated. Take it from a guy who used to wear acid-wash jeans. 
So given all the recent developments in the eBook reader landscape, I figured now is a good time to update 
our handy-dandy eReader Buying Guide. Here’s a list of things to consider when selecting a new eBook reader. 
Screen type 
Remember when an eReader display pretty much meant E Ink? Well, the arrival of the Apple iPad as a viable 
eReading device has since changed that. 
When picking an eReader, ask yourself if you don’t mind reading books on an LCD screen or prefer the more 
paperlike look of something like E Ink. Each has advantages and disadvantages. E Ink tends to reduce eye 
strain and greatly improve battery life. An LCD screen can display color and typically comes with touchscreen 
capabilities as well. Then you have hybrid readers such as the Barnes & Noble Nook and Spring Design Alex, 
which feature both an electronic paper display and LCD touchscreen at the same time. 
For electronic paper displays, make sure you compare screens because some have better contrast than others. 
Sony’s PRS-300 Reader Pocket, for example, has great white levels and tack-sharp text whereas its siblings the 
Reader Touch and Reader Pocket have grayer screens. 
Size and weight 
Size matters. Especially on just how portable you want your eReader to be. 
Fortunately, there are all sorts of options out there when it comes to size. Sony’s Reader Pocket, for one, 
actually fits in my jeans pocket, but its 5-inch screen is still big enough for comfortable reading. It’s also pretty 
light and is easy to take with you on the go. In the middle of the pack, you have devices such as the Amazon 
Kindle, Barnes & Noble Nook, Spring Design Alex, and Sony Reader Touch and Reader Pocket. Then you’ve got 
the huge devices, such as the Kindle DX and Apple iPad, which sport screens that are about 10 inches in size. 
Unless you’re a kangaroo, you ain’t fitting those in your pocket anytime soon. But they’re pretty good if you 
value a screen with larger real estate. 
Interface 
Controls for eReading devices are typically based on either buttons, touchscreens or a combination of both. 
Button-based controls require less power and are more accurate but can be more cumbersome to use. 
Touchscreens are more intuitive but can be laggy, smudge-prone, and typically suck more juice from your 
battery. The latter appears to be gaining popularity as the interface of choice, though, even for E Ink-based 
displays. 

http://portables.about.com/lr/ereaders/1083485/1/
http://portables.about.com/lr/ebook_readers/1083485/2/
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Button-based devices include Amazon’s Kindle 1, 2, 3 and DX models, plus Sony’s Reader Pocket and the 
original Kobo eReader. The iPad, Kindle Fire and Nook Tablet all use LCD touchscreens. Sony’s Reader Touch 
and Reader Daily, and Spring Design’s Alex use both touch- and button-based controls. 
In 2011, Barnes & Noble, Kobo and Amazon also launched touch-based E Ink readers of their own. 
Battery life 
Depending on whether you plan to read primarily at home or on the road, battery life is an important 
consideration. Basic eReaders without fancy bells and whistles typically have longer battery life that’s 
measured in “page turns.” Sony’s Reader Pocket sports 7,500 page turns wile the Kobo boasts up to 8,000 
page turns. Devices with Wi-Fi and Web browsing on the other hand, tend to have shorter battery life. Spring 
Design’s Alex, for example, lasts pretty long between charges when primarily using the E Ink display but runs 
out of power faster when browsing or watching video on its LCD screen. 
Features 
Do you want an eReader just for reading eBooks or do you want to your device to do much more? 
Some devices — such as the Reader Pocket and Kobo Reader — are designed purely for reading and skip on 
extra features, including music playback. The Nook, on the other hand, plays tunes, has Web browsing, and 
also throws in a touchscreen interface. The Alex also has those features plus video playback and the ability to 
download Android apps. At the higher end of the features spectrum is the iPad, which is almost like a mini-
computer. 
Formats 
On a related note, you’ll also want to check the formats that a device is capable of handling. Popular file 
formats include EPUB, PDF, TXT and HTML among other things. The more formats a device can play the better. 
Also check if an eReader is more open or uses a proprietary format. A more open format such as EPUB, for 
example, means you can move your eBooks easily from one device to another. In contrast, Amazon’s 
proprietary AZW format can only be played by Kindle devices. 
Capacity 
This determines just how much media you can fit into your device at one time. The higher the memory, the 
more eBooks and files you can fit in. High capacity is especially important for multimedia eReaders that can 
also play music, video and apps. Besides internal memory, some devices also come with a slot for an SDcard, 
which allows you to typically bump up your capacity up to 32GB. 
Store access 
Depending on the device, an eReader can have direct access to certain eBook stores, which means extra 
convenience, a wider selection and also the ability to easily get the latest bestsellers. 
The Kindle, for example, has direct access to Amazon’s online bookstore while the Nook and Kobo have access 
to Barnes & Noble and Borders respectively. 
Devices that don’t have direct store access can still display compatible eBooks but you’ll have to download 
them from a PC first. Free sources such as Project Gutenberg are an option as well. 
Price 
Ultimately, this can be the biggest factor when deciding to buy an eBook reader. After all, your wallet pretty 
much dictates what you can or can not afford. 
Analysts and industry insiders have always said that $99 is the magic price point for wide-range eReader 
acceptance and it looks like the market is starting to reach that point. The Kindle 4, for example, now starts 
out at $109 — or $79 for folks who don't mind seeing ads on their sleep screens. It's certainly a lot better than 
it was, say, in early 2010, when you had more eReaders sporting price tags past $400. 
 
Consumer Reports ratings on ereaders – overview and analysis 
http://www.teleread.com/ereaders/consumer-reports-ratings-on-ereaders-overview-and-analysis/ 
November 14, 2010 | 12:40 pm 
 

http://portables.about.com/b/2009/10/10/the-ebook-file-compatibility-chart.htm
http://www.teleread.com/ereaders/consumer-reports-ratings-on-ereaders-overview-and-analysis/
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By Andrys Basten 

Consumer Reports has released its latest survey of e-

readers, and they have the Kindle at the top again. 

Click the image at the left to see the video. 

The video linked to at the left explains that the iPad was 

not included because they were testing the category 

of dedicated e-readersand the iPad is essentially a 

multimedia tablet and computer that also functions as an e-

reader. 

They add that it’s considerably more expensive while 

having an LCD screen which “is fine, though it is slightly less crisp than that of the best e-book readers” and is 

also quite a bit heavier than the dedicated readers they test and portability was a feature important to the set. 

 ”Consumer Reports recommends buying the iPad for e-books only if consumers are willing to compromise to 

get a multifunction device.”javascript:void(0) 

Consumer Reports has its full story and ratings behind a paywall, but KABC’s story on the CR reporthas a few 

quotes: 

‘ “I’d say the color screens are almost impossible to read outdoors,” said Rich Fisco, Consumer Reports.  ”On 

the other hand the e-ink screens are almost like reading a real book.” 

In the end, Consumer Reports gave top ratings to the 3G Kindle, which costs $189. 

“It’s the best reader we’ve ever tested,” said Paul Reynolds, a tester with Consumer Reports. “The type is crisp 

and easy to read. The battery life is outstanding, as is the speed of the page turns.” 

But you can save money buying the $139 Kindle, which is identical to the 3G except you can only download 

content via Wi-Fi.’ 

Amazon Kindle forum regular Fool for Books points out that the Amazon Kindle Community Forumhas had 

many notes from customers who had to upgrade their $139 WiFi only models almost immediately because 

they had not understood that in order to use ‘wireless WiFi’ in the homewhen one doesn’t have the 3G cellular 

wireless feature (which all past Kindles have had), they had to have set up a WiFi network in their home — 

which itself also brings expenses, while the top model with 3G cellphone-type wireless carries no additional 

costs for even the added feature of looking up info on the web, in about 61 countries) from almost anymore. 

See the blog article on differences between 3G/WiFi and WiFi-only access. 

Consumer Reports also recommends the Barnes and Noble Nook. “It doesn’t score quite as high as the Kindle, 

but you can use it to download free library books.  The Kindle doesn’t accept library books,” said Reynolds.” 

I subscribe to Consumer Reports online and it’s really worth the $26 or so per year as you can search it.  On 

the Recommended readers, there were these interesting comments and scores (excerpted): 

‘ Best choices for use everywhere: 

Amazon Kindle 3G + Wi-Fi – 72 

http://www.teleread.com/author/andrys-basten/
http://www.consumeraffairs.com/news04/2010/06/cr_kindle.html
http://www.consumeraffairs.com/news04/2010/06/cr_kindle.html
http://bit.ly/cr-electronics
http://abclocal.go.com/kabc/story?section=news/consumer&id=7786765
http://amzn.to/af3gwifi
http://bit.ly/kw3gwifi
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The best e-book reader we’ve ever tested, and one of the lightest and slimmest.  Superior page turns and the 

most readable type we’ve seen.  A jumbo font size and text-to-speech capability are boons for the sight-

impaired.  Among the few models that doesn’t support library rentals, however… 

Barnes & Noble nook 3G + Wi-Fi – 56 

Though among the more challenging devices to use, due in part to its dual screens, it’s also among the highest-

scoring models that allow e-book rentals from public libraries, a potential cost-saver… 

Best values 

…you can load new content wirelessly only via Wi-Fi. These versions are better buys than their pricier siblings, 

unless you expect to frequently need new content when you’re out of range of a Wi-Fi network. 

Amazon Kindle Wi-Fi – 68 

[Same description as for the 3G-included model above] 

Barnes & Noble nook Wi-Fi – 53 

[Same description as for the 3G-included model above] ‘ 

Consumer Reports always neglects to mention that the 3G on a Kindle allows you to use Wikipedia or to look 

up info anywhere on the Net, from your book, when on a bus or at the park or beach or at the dentist’s 

office  etc…and that the now 3-yr experimental Free 3G Web Browser that does not confine you to the 

company store (nor carries a charge for web lookups) differentiates it from the other models to a considerable 

degree … not to mention that it’s WebKit based and faster than the earlier browsers. 

Also, this 3G instant downloading of Kindle books is available to you in other countries when you’re traveling 

— in about 100 countries — a unique feature of the Kindle since no other e-readers offer this — and allows 

you free web access in over 60 countries.   I suppose this is considered a non-feature.  It amazes me that a 

serious comparison of e-readers is done without mentioning this. 

‘ If you need a big screen: 

This newest DX is suitable mostly for those with a large budget who plan to read a lot of textbooks, with large 

diagrams etc. it’s a fine performer, with very readable type and page turns are only slightly slower than its fleet 

6-inch sibling. 

[Other e-reader scores in descending order] 

[The new Sonys were "In testing"] 

enTourage eDGe – 54 

Pandigital Novel – 50 

BeBook Neo – 50 

Spring Design Alex – 49 

Aluratek Libre eBook – 46 

ViewSonic VEB620 – 44 

Kobo eReader – 40 

Augen The Book – 40 ‘ 

The Kindles are the only ones with full red-circle ‘Excellent’ ratings for Readability.   For Navigation, they share 

that with the Pan Digital Novel. 
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From what I’ve seen in the news, the new Sonys will, after testing, wind up with best marks 

for Navigation due to its touch screen —  also, for flexibility of annotations, except that the Kindle annotations 

are backed up, and all your highlighting and notes are available to you on a private, password protected 

Amazon webpage, ready for not only viewing easily but also copyable for editing in a separate text file on your 

computer. 

That’s invaluable for those studying a subject and needing to make reports.  It’s also great for just reviewing 

the aspects of a book that were important to you or for use in discussing the book in a book club.  (You can 

also choose to disable backups of annotations.) 

The Sony with comparable features (though not free 3G web lookups) and the touchscreen carries a price 

about $100 more than the Kindle and Nook and is said to be very well made. 

 
 
http://www.pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2357102,00.asp  
 
How to Buy an Ebook Reader 
By Jamie Lendino 
ARTICLE DATE : December 19, 2012 pcmag.com 

The transition to digital books is happening faster than anyone expected. After years of false starts—think 

Stephen King's novella Riding the Bullet, released way back in 2000—ebook readers have soared in popularity 
over the past few years. Amazon's release of the first Kindle in 2007 was a turning point; now people are 
buying and downloading digital books at a breakneck pace. 

Even better: Prices have dropped considerably across the board, to the point where mainstream casual 
readers can get a quality ebook reader for a lot less than $100. It's no longer an early adopter's game. As a 
result, you have more choice than ever. But before you settle on a single device, you have some decisions to 
make. Here's what you should consider when shopping for an ebook reader: 

What Screen Type and How Big?  
Basic ebook readers use monochrome, E Ink screens to display text. E Ink looks a lot like paper, and it's easy on 
your eyes when reading for hours and hours. On the least expensive models, it's not backlit, so you'll need 
light to see the text, just as you would with a printed book. More expensive ebook readers now include edge 
lighting that lets you see in the dark, like the Amazon Kindle Paperwhite, the Barnes & Noble Nook Simple 
Touch With GlowLight, and the Kobo Glo. With each model, you can vary the intensity of the brightness from 

barely-there to flashlight-bright. On the lowest settings, you can read in the dark while your significant other 
sleeps peacefully next to you. 

In all cases, E Ink is much easier to read in bright sunlight, while color touch screens on tablets, like theAmazon 
Kindle Fire HD tend to wash out, and their glossy displays can show distracting reflections. 

The industry seems to have settled on six inches as the optimal display size for E Ink readers; this is what you'll 
find on the current-gen, entry-level Amazon Kindle and the Barnes & Noble Nook Simple Touch, for example. 
There are exceptions, though: Kobo just released the Mini, which features a 5-inch screen. 

http://bit.ly/webknotes1
http://bit.ly/webknotes1
http://www.pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2357102,00.asp
http://www.pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2410528,00.asp
http://www.pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2403376,00.asp
http://www.pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2403376,00.asp
http://www.pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2411821,00.asp
http://www.pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2409504,00.asp
http://www.pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2409504,00.asp
http://www.pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2412212,00.asp
http://www.pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2386227,00.asp
http://www.pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2412121,00.asp
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Manufacturers are also improving the quality of these E Ink displays. A few years ago, page refreshes were 
sluggish, the entire screen flashed black with each page turn, and some early ebook readers had problems 

with text contrast, which made for difficult reading. That's all history. The latest Kindles and Nooks have crisp, 
clear text, and both employ caching schemes that only do full page refreshes every six pages or so; the rest of 
the time, only the letters fade out and back in again. The page refreshes themselves are also quite fast. 

Meanwhile, touch screens have an innate advantage: On-screen keyboards make it easy to take notes or run 
searches within the text of your books. As ebook readers with hardware QWERTY keyboards have all but 
disappeared, this is an important distinction for power users. Also, maneuvering a massive online book store 
on a device with a touch screen is a lot easier. 

So E Ink is great for reading books, but color tablet touch screens offer a bevy of other benefits. Their color 
screens mean you can read much more than books: magazines and comic books are just two examples. Best of 
all, even low-cost tablets like the base Amazon Kindle Fire and the Barnes & Noble Nook HD can browse the 

Web, stream video from Netflix, Hulu or other sources, play music, and run Android apps. If you have more 
cash, the Apple iPad mini is more of a multi-faceted device, with its 7.9-inch screen, bevy of apps, and 
surprisingly light weight. 

What Kind of Wireless Connection Do You Need?  
Amazon's original Kindle integrated an always-on cellular radio that let you buy and download books from 
anywhere, over the air, for free (aside from the cost of the book itself, of course). Most devices now offer Wi-
Fi as the base level wireless connection—at a much lower cost—with 3G cellular data either as part of a more-
expensive version (such as with the Kindle), or not available at all (as with Sony's Reader models). 

As long as you don't mind waiting until you're at home or a hotspot to shop for new books, Wi-Fi should work 
for you. A select few may still prefer to pony up for 3G to buy a new book while, say, on a long train trip, or 

lounging at the beach. Devices without any wireless connection at all have essentially disappeared. Some 
ebook readers like the Nook Simple Touch come with memory card slots, so you can sideload digital books or 
PDFs in addition to buying or downloading media wirelessly. 

While we're on the subject, internal storage capacity is no longer a concern. Most every ebook reader you can 
buy today can store more than 1,000 books, with some offering room for upwards of 3,000. And if you have 
more books than that, each of the major vendors offers cloud storage, letting you download books to your 
device whenever you need them, assuming you're in a Wi-Fi hotspot (or anywhere you have a cell signal, if you 
have a 3G-capable model). 

What About the Books?  

This is where things get a little complex, so bear with us for a moment. There's no single universal ebook 
format; essentially, when you choose an ebook reader, you're making a decision up front as to which 
ecosystem you'll support. If you buy a Kindle now, and then want to switch to a Nook later, none of the books 
you buy through the Kindle store will work on your new Nook. 

With free, public domain books, you have some more flexibility, but it's actually more complicated. For 
example, Google offers over a million free books in the popular, open ePub format, which many public 
libraries now use for lending books. However, Kindles don't support ePub. Amazon recently launched its own 
public library lending tie-in, which differs on a branch-to-branch basis. Amazon also has the Kindle Owners' 

http://www.pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2410590,00.asp
http://www.pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2411615,00.asp
http://www.pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2411807,00.asp
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Lending Library, which lets you borrow a book a month from a selection of over 180,000 titles, but only if 
you pay $79 a year for Amazon Prime. 

(For an in-depth comparison of supported formats across various ebook readers, check out Wikipedia.) 

To make things even murkier, the ebook stores themselves aren't all the same. Book selection, size, and 
pricing varies from store to store. The best way through this thicket of digital underbrush is to spend a little 
time browsing ebook stores before you commit to a device. You can access both Amazon's and Barnes & 
Noble's ebook stores online to see which store carries the most of the books, magazines, and newspapers you 
want to read. Or, if you're planning to borrow ebooks from the library, check your local library to see what 
format is in use, and then make sure the reader you want supports it. 

What About Ebook Apps?  
One saving grace is that many of the major ebook reader vendors have developed an entire ecosystem of apps 

around their format. For example, you can start reading a book on your Kindle Paperwhite at home; then, 
while waiting in line at the grocery store, you can fire up your iPhone's Kindle app and pick up exactly where 
you left off in the same book, but on your phone. 

The size of the app ecosystem varies by format. The Apple iPad and iPhone both run iBooks, a flexible app that 
looks great, but doesn't have quite the same book selection as Amazon or Barnes & Noble for digital books. 
The latter two both make iPad apps, along with versions for iPhone, Android, and other devices; Amazon also 
has a Cloud Reader that works on the iPad with a direct link to the Kindle Store, and several vendors also make 
PC and Mac apps. Apple originally denied Sony access to the Apple App Store, but has since relented. 

In short, if you plan to read digital books on multiple gadgets, be sure to read our product reviews, and note 
each manufacturer's list of supported devices. 

Finally, How Much Do You Want to Spend?  
This is one place where there's nothing but good news: Prices have fallen considerably across the board. 
Amazon's base-model Kindle is just $69, and for most people, it's got all the features they'll need. Barnes & 
Noble's touch-based Simple Touch costs just $79 now. While tablets are mostly a separate category of 
consumer electronics—with higher prices—you've got the Kindle Fire, Nook, and Google Nexus 7 in the $160 
to $250 range, all of which are still great for reading. Even these do-it-all devices cost considerably less than 
the original, E Ink Kindle, which fetched $400 when it was introduced five years ago. 
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